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Nigel Ward & Co. Catalogue  28th & 29th January 2022
1 A large wooden trunk (lid a/f.) 37" x 24" x 24".
2 A stone mushroom/staddle stone.
3 Two Stubbs saddle rack, lunge line and whip and horse rug a/f.
4 A heavy metal pedestrian gate with arrow head tops 31" x 53".
5 A metal garden gate 33" x 37".
6 A heavy metal garden gate with spike tops 33" x 46".
7 A 16 rung aluminium and wooden framed ladder.
8 A quantity of chicken feeders, watering can, galvanised water carrier and wire.
9 A large boxed dog crate.

10 A toboggan.
11 Two concrete planters and terracotta style bird bath.
12 270 wooden bottle rack.
13 A garden planter made from an old whisky barrel.
14 A metal pot stand.
15 A Rangemaster gourmet gas rings, electric oven.
16 A Sutton table saw.
17 A garden gazebo.
18 A Metamorphic stepladder.
19 A toboggan.
20 An aluminium 11 rung triple ladder.
21 A plastic three drawer storage box.
22 30 x terracotta pots 3" diameter.
23 A folding work bench.
24 A cat basket.
25 A Son 70w light fitting.
26 A folding pet ramp and metal dog crate.
27 A vermin trap and galvanised mop bucket.
28 Two plastic fuel cans, an aluminium jam pan and light shade.
29 27 terracotta flower pots 3".
30 A toboggan.
31 Two x 5' polycarbonate twin fluorescent fittings
32 110 volt halogen light on stand
33 Two wooden picture frames, 40'' x 52'' to outer edges
34 Two step wooden kitchen stool/seat.
35 Five shelf folding metal plant/ display stand, 6' high x 15'' square
36 Pair of wood and canvas deck chairs
37 Wooden garden chair and table, a/f
38 Trailer tow bar.

39 Two Lucas garage display units and a chock
40 Over bath shower door with fittings, 32'' wide x 55'' high
41 Two pub umbrellas and bases 
42 Rudge three speed Ladies bike with spare wheel
43 Quantity of garden tools including rake, hoes, spade, edger etc
44 Metal car roof rack, 42'' mounts
45 Cambridge roll ring
46 Cloche wire and a metal garden riddle
47 Pair of concrete Foxes, 10'' tall and a pair of seated Lions, 9'' tall
48 Two pairs of concrete animals: Raccoons and Lions, 10'' and 9'' tall
49 Pair of concrete Mermaid columned garden stands with Oyster shell tops
50 Enamel bucket, kettle, tray and large cooking pot.
51 Self drive petrol mower 18'' cut with grass collector. started, ran and drove satisfactorily yesterday the 27th January, 2022.
52 Two gallon watering can and a galvanized pitch bucket.
53 Three concrete Tortoises, largest 11'' long
54 Painted concrete Fox and cub, 18'' high
55 Pair of concrete urn style planters, 18'' high x 14'' diameter.
56 Painted concrete garden Pig ornament, 16'' long x 10'' high.
57 Painted garden Frog ornament, 18'' long x 14'' high.
58 Three plastic fuel cans and three demi- johns
59 Metal wheelbarrow on rubber tyre
60 Wheeled sack/potato filler.
61 Large pottery garden planter 13'' high x 15'' diameter and a salt glazed strawberry planter.
62 Two metal garden planter stands, 20'' high x 16'' diameter
63 Mountfield ST120 123cc petrol lawn mower with grass box, started easily and ran satisfactorily yesterday the 27th January, 2022.
64 Pair of terracotta wine urn style planters, 20'' tall.
65 Mini cement mixer on stand, 240 volt electrically driven.
66 Ornate metal plant stand, 36'' long x 33'' high, leg a/f.
67 Le Creuset style 12'' metal casserole dish.
68 Metal weather vane in the form of a Cockerel
69 20 litre metal Jerry can.
70 Quantity of meat plates, crockery etc.
71 Metal military style crate
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72 Ten litre fuel can
74 Two LED lamps on stand - new contactor/starter required.
75 Large metal trunk
76 Two metal document trunks
77 Metal baby bath on metal folding stand, 26'' x 21'' high
78 Small quantity of Terracotta flower pots and cobblers last
79 Three old Stoneware hot water bottles
80 A small terricotta herb planter,two elephant ear plants anda  blue and white vase
81 Folding metal fire guard 47'' x 26'' x 17'' deep
82 Cool box with plastic pudding basins and a cat box.
83 Quantity of horse tack including heavy horse bridle, saddle racks, harness racks, bits etc.
84 Metal boot scraper, 8 1/2'' long x 5'' high.
85 Copper helmet coal scuttle and coal box
86 Quantity of various Imperial and metric spanners etc
87 Metal wheelbarrow on pneumatic tyre
88 Galvanized dustbin
89 Bedroom fire grate, 22'' wide x 20'' high x 10'' deep
90 Quantity of drainage bungs.
91 Plastic garden wheeled trug.
92 Quantity of plastic garden planters etc
93 Large quantity of used Golf balls.
94 Kerb sweeper.
95 A two speed Galloho Grande Jeep power by 12 volt small car battery GWO 
96 Pair of concrete Dogs, 15'' long x 9'' high.
97 Three concrete garden ornaments: Squirrel, Hedgehog and Yorkshire terrier, a/f.
98 Four gate brace hinges (no pins), a skillet and half of a garden roller weight.
99 Wooden bench, 71'' long x 9'' high.

100 Two painted MDF shelf units
101 Stone hot water bottles and a quantity of garden ornaments etc
102 Heavy cast metal demi lune trough, 24'' x 12'' x 7'' high
103 Six various planters, one a/f.
104 Miscellaneous planters, pottery etc
105 Two large concrete Lions, 16'' high and two smaller similar, 9'' high.
106 Two concrete garden statues of a flower girl, 18'' high.
107 Quantity of garden planters: boots, gnomes etc.
108 Three adjustable builders trestles, 42'' wide.

109 Pair of concrete garden Lions, 20'' high
110 Pair of concrete bird baths, 20'' high.
111 Pair of urn style garden planters, 15'' high x 13'' diameter.
112 Pair of concrete plant stands, 14'' tall.
113 Quantity of plastic gutter and perspex sheeting.
114 Four rectangular concrete garden planters, 17'' x 12'' x 6'' high.
115 Plastic garden planter, flower pot and garden ornament.
116 Quantity of concrete skulls.
117 Quantity of various spanners, oil can, spray cans etc.
118 Hamster cage and contents.
119 Four arm rotary clothes line
120 Plastic work bench.
121 A pink plastic wheelbarrow on pneumatic tyre.
122 Honda self-propelled petrol engined rotary mower with grass collector, good compression but not started as no fuel present.
123 Small BBQ pit.
124 Pair of adjustable shoe racks.
125 Cast Footman with pierced top and a cased emergency triangle.
126 Metal wheelbarrow with pneumatic tyre
127 A sack-truck with solid rubber tyres on steel wheels.
128 Two wooden kitchen chairs and a child's high chair, a/f.
129 Cambridge roller ring.
132 Garden parasol with pierced metal base.
133 Three liquid containers
134 10 litre Galvanized chicken drinker
135 Five garden pots and planters.
136 80 litre plastic dustbin with lid
137 Old Moro Scooter with rear brake.
138 Red Knight child's trike with front brake on solid tyres
139 Plastic rocking horse on a metal frame
140 Avery vegetable scales and weights
141 Five chairs and a table.
142 Two Lancia four stud rims :Cromodora, with perished tyres.
143 Two plastic storage crates, 24'' x 16'' x 13''.
144 Pair of concrete garden planters with Celtic design and with planted shrubs, 12'' square.
145 Large glazed garden planter plus one other and wicker baskets.
146 Four glazed garden planters
147 Manually operated clay trap
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148 A good quantity of orange, black and mini clays, 1400 approximately
149 White painted Beehive, no frames.
150 Gas operated weed gun with trolley on pneumatic tyre.
151 Mini garden incinerator, 18'' high
152 Two plastic chairs and a metal framed coffee table
153 Six shutters, each three panel and two fold, various sizes up to 105'' long
154 Open fronted wood store 64'' x 35'' x 57''.
155 Six bags of softwood offcuts
156 Four arm rotary clothes line
157 Garden bench on metal legs, 44'' long.
158 Garden bench with pierced metal ends and Lion medallions, 50'' long.
159 Petrol self driven lawn mower with grass box, not started but has good compression.
160 Folding wheelchair with foot rest.
161 Raleigh 'Tantrum' 18 speed bike
162 Two concrete garden planters with basket weave design, 18'' x 10''.
163 FD Reflex Jump 21 speed bike
164 Single door garden store, 64'' x 40'' x 57'' high
165 Six bags of softwood offcuts
166 Homemade chicken house
167 Quantity of wooden planks and boards
168 Two wooden church kneelers, 68'' long.
169 Six galvanized metal storage trays, 24'' x 12'' x 6''.
170 Six galvanized metal storage trays, 24'' x 12'' x 6''.
171 Two sectioned metal storage box, 23'' x 15'' square.
172 Heavy cast iron bath
173 A quantity of softwood timbers 3'' x 3'' up to 47'' long.
174 A quantity of softwood timbers, 3'' x 2'' up to 45'' long.
175 A quantity of hardwood timbers 3'' x 2'' up to 43'' long.
176 A builder's bag of hardwood off-cuts.
177 A pair of double glazed French windows, 42'' wide x 79'' high.
178 A pair of double glazed French windows, 42'' wide x 79'' high.
179 Famous & Jackson 24 bottle wine rack and a 12 bottle wine rack.
180 Wooden bottle carrier, 12 bottle capacity.
181 Two metal storage boxes with removable lids
182 Two metal storage boxes with removable lids
183 Marine type Galvanized metal air vent 41'' high.
184 Marine type Galvanized metal air vent 41'' high.

185 Six bags of softwood kindling.
186 Set of four metal bistro chairs.
187 6 bags of small softwood logs.
188 A quantity of hardwood battens and 6 1/2'' x 1'' x 32'' timbers.
189 An Oak timber 8'' x 3'' x 47''.
190 Two Oak timbers 6'' square x 39''.
191 20 lengths of 3 3/4" x 1 3/4" x 71" treated timber.
192 20 lengths of 3 3/4" x 1 3/4" x 71" treated timber.
193 20 lengths of 3 3/4" x 1 3/4" x 71" treated timber.
194 25 lengths of  2 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 71" treated timber.
195 25 lengths of  2 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 71" treated timber.
196 25 lengths of  2 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 71" treated timber.
197 NO LOT
198 6 lengths of softwood 3" x 2" x 118" and 2 lengths of softwood 3" x 2" x 142".
199 2 wooden tables 26" x 32".
200 Five bags of hardwood offcuts.
201 A builder's bag of softwood blocks - off-cuts.
202 A builders bag of softwood blocks - off-cuts.
203 A Pennine Pullman trailer tent base 116" long.
204 A large plastic liquid water container with galvanised frame, tank 71" x 50" x 27", approx 1000L.
205 A large plastic liquid/water container with a galvanised frame, tank 71" x 50" x 27", approx. 1000L.
206 A large plastic liquid/water container with galvanised frame, tank 71" x 50" x 27", approx. 1000L, damage to base.
207 A plastic sheep dip.
208 A small wooden and metal framed trailer 4' x 3' x 10" high.
209 A 14 rung wooden ladder.
210 A black sack truck/trolley.
211 Folding picnic chair and table in carrier
212 Single metal bed.
213 Single brass bed and rails, some vertical bars missing, a/f.
215 Cast iron fireplace 38'' x 40'' x 10'' deep.
216 Armitage Shanks ceramic Belfast style sink 15'' x 18'' x 8'' deep.
217 Armitage Shanks ceramic Belfast style sink 15'' x 18'' x 8'' deep.
218 Cast iron fireplace 38'' x 40'' x 10'', back a/f.
219 Cast iron single bed with drop-in base.
220 Cast iron fireplace 32'' x 39'' x 9''.
221 Cast iron fireplace with mantle shelf 37'' x 42'', no grate.
222 Metal single bed with irons.
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223 Flat Fish kettle.
224 Pierced top, heavy metal patio table.
225 Seven fencing panels 6' x 5'.
226 22 rung wooden double extension ladder.
227 Metal storage rack
228 A quantity of garden tools including a rake, a shovel, edgers, hoe, etc.,
229 Pair of loppers, shovels, a rake, small shears, a water key, etc.,
230 A length of artificial black Granite with gold fleck 23 1/2'' x 32 1/2'' x 3/4''.
231 A warning triangle, McCulloch 210 petrol strimmer (not started but has good compression) and a Wolf electric strimmer (not working).
232 A Heritage bathroom basin with pedestal 24'' x 19 1/2'' deep.
233 Two step kitchen steps with hand rail.
234 A five rung stepladder.
235 Pine door 82'' x 30''.
236 A pressed steel enamel bath 56'' x 28 1/2'' overall with W.C and bidet.
237 Black composite granite work top with drainer and recess 8' long x 23 1/2'' x 3/4''.
238 Plastic compost bin and a quantity of Terracotta flower pots.
239 Quantity of gate hinges, metal wheels (12''), twin water drinker, etc.,
240 Wooden bird table , a/f.
241 A bundle of garden tools: fork, spade, rake, etc.,
242 Quantity of Terracotta flower pots, mostly 7'' diameter.
243 Galvanized bath.
244 Set of four metal and canvas stacking chairs.
245 Three Terracotta flower pots.
246 A quantity of plastic flower pots, metal pails and planters.
247 Three bulb planters and a milk churn.
248 Four Terracotta flower pots 10''' diameter.
249 Polycarbonate sheet 104 1/2'' x 50 1/2'' plus a small off-cut.
250 Two sheets of twin wall polycarbonate 104 1/2'' x 50 1/2'' plus a half sheet.
251 A pair of metal driveway gates 10' opening, side rail, etc.,
252 A 6T Silage Trailer with automatic tail-board, max gross weight 8,000 kg.
253 A green plastic single skin oil tank 1221 L capacity, still contains a small quantity of red diesel.
254 A purpose made door frame, never been hung 102" x 54 1/2" (with hinges) has rebates for 

windows/panels together with beading.
255 A purpose made door frame never been hung 102" x 54 1/2" (with hinges), has rebates for windows/panels with beading present.
256 A scrub top kitchen table with single drawer 42" x 31" x 29".
257 3 x Ram harnesses.
258 2 x aluminium 116" long down pipes, a length of gutter and some bends, etc.,
259 A 64 bottle metal and zinc wine rack.
260 Flymo 330 electric mower.
261 A treadle sewing machine base (no machine).
262 A pine crate and 40 x 3"- 4" terracotta flowerpots.
263 A quantity of seed trays, flower pots and unused trellis.
264 A rustic greenhouse bench 4' x 23" x 29".
265 A four divisional stick stand.
266 35 x 3" terracotta flowerpots.
267 A stainless steel sink with vegetable bowl, complete with waste disposal unit.
268 35 x 3" terracotta flower pots.
269 2 x folding wooden garden chairs.
270 A 20L backpack sprayer.
271 A quantity of Pine doors and Oak panel doors.
272 A galvanised French bath.
273 Two large heavy plastic dog beds 43" long.
274 Atco Viscount 19S self-drive petrol mower with rear roller. Engine will not turn at present. 
275 A barn stored mobility scooter complete with charger.
276 A boxed 'Elwell' garden fork (new from Harrods), garden trugs, tool box etc.
277 A three rung step ladder.
278 Two garden parasols and base.
279 A Husqvarna LC48VE petrol self-drive lawn mower with variable speed control lever and grass collector, appears little used, good compression, fired twice when tried but very little fuel in tank.
280 Two hardened padlocks (one key each) mortise locks and a 6' chain.
281 A camp bed, a cool box and two tents.
282 30 x 3" terracotta flower pots.
283 A york fitness rowing machine.
284 A folding lounger.
285 A roll of unused barbed wire.
286 Garden chemicals, oils, paint, etc.,
287 A large quantity of garden tools, forks, spade, etc.,
288 A camping gas stove and cylinders plus a small tool set.
289 A quantity of unused stable door ironmongery and 
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a tea chest.
290 Four netted bags of kindling.
291 Four netted bags of kindling.
292 Four netted bags of kindling.
350 A New petrol water pump set.
351 White enamel coal box.
352 Painted stick-back chair plus one other.
353 Powerbase garden shredder, ran o.k. on 26th January, 2022.
354 Faux leather office chair.
355 Quantity of Golf clubs in carry bag.
356 Royal Insurance display stand and others.
357 Teak finish stationery/record cabinet.
358 T.V. cabinet with lift-up front.
359 Old Tea urn with tap.
360 Glass washboard, dolly and posters.
361 Electric juicer and blender, boxed.
362 Large wooden picture/mirror frame, 29 1/2'' x 65'' to outer edges.
363 Two bedroom chairs for re-upholstery.
364 A Pine coffee table 22'' x 39'' x 17''.
365 1962 Norton Jubilee motorcycle parts.
366 Wicker picnic basket with four-piece setting by Antler.
367 Dome top metal trunk 19'' x 13'' x 14'' high.
368 Metal coal box.
369 Metal motoring trunk.
370 Wooden box with handles 35'' x 14'' x 13'' high.
371 A Gryphon single phase 230/250 v 0.25 HP 1420 R.P.M. electric motor and a Bosch battery charger.
372 15 drawer steel stationery cabinet, (one drawer missing).
373 Quantity of lined curtains with floral print.
374 A Matsui microwave oven.
375 Two nine bottle wine racks.
376 Lloyd Loom laundry basket.
377 Tray of various hand tools: pliers, hammers, punches, etc.,
378 Quantity of Corgi metal toy cars, trucks, etc.,
379 Two wine racks for 20 and 12 bottles.
380 A vegetable scales and weights.
381 A quantity of various punches, chisels, etc.,
382 A metal bench vice 3 1/2''.
383 Large travel trunk 36'' long x 20'' square.
384 A heavy gauge leather suitcase with GWR travel sticker.
385 A nine drawer metal stationery cabinet.
386 A 15 drawer metal stationery/workshop cabinet.

387 A toilet seat with pink glitter finish.
388 A 6'' bench vice no. 38A, model J by Perfect.
389 A quantity of various hammers.
390 A quantity of nut and screw drivers, etc.,
391 A 110 Volt halogen light and festoon lighting.
392 A pair of suitcases, a pull-along case, a shopping trolley and a hand luggage case.
393 A box of hand tools, saw blades, etc.,
394 A quantity of wicker baskets, an umbrella, etc.,
395 A quantity of small chainsaw files and flat files, etc.,
396 A box of unopened brazing rods.
397 A security camera with accessories and a 21 volt Von Haus tool charger.
398 Fireside log store and fire irons on wheels.
399 A mirror based table lamp.
400 Two boxed alternators: Bosch 0986 038 811 (possibly Citroen/Peugeot) and a Calidad Superior 12 volt WPA 334 14F25 plus a USB inverter.
401 A quantity of punches, files, etc.,
402 A quantity of flat and half-round files.
403 A quantity of micrometers and engineering gauges.
404 A quantity of blue fabric cushions: large rectangular, round, etc.,
405 A quantity of cotton furnishing fabric, etc.,
405 A Stihl FS85R petrol bump-feed strimmer with hedge-cutting attachment and harness, appears little used, has good compression but no fuel present.

A

406 A Partner 370 petrol chainsaw with chain guard, has good compression but not started.
407 A Dirty-Pro-Tools petrol chainsaw with guard, appears hardly used and has good compression.
408 A Florabest model FBKS 4014 petrol chainsaw with guard, not started but has good compression.
409 A Titan model TTL 632 CHN petrol chainsaw, not started but has good compression.
410 Kango Rotary Hammer electric Breaker.
411 Kango Rotary Hammer Breaker
412 Small camping gas stove, machine guides, etc.,
413 Front left vehicle headlight.
414 24 volt buggy/wheel-chair motor.
415 Bamboo chair with cushion and military dressing table stool.
416 Miscellaneous prints and pictures.
417 A petrol generator with long-run fuel tank, 240 volt and 110 volt outputs. model NLH 25KVAG, started, ran and generated this Wednesday 26th January, 2022. Please see video. 
418 Wrigley's Spearmint sports bag, circular saws, etc.,
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419 A Gas Super Warm portable heater.
420 A boxed tap & die set with Whitworth threads.
421 Three "COVMO" +40 thousandths flat-top steel pistons, new old stock and with 3 compression and 1 oil control rings, diameter 4 5/8"/11.75 cms, length 5 3/8"/13.7 cms, gudgeon pin diameter 1 3/8"/35.5 mm, height to crown from centre of gudgeon pin 2 9/16"/6.5 cms. piston ring thickness 4 mm all approx. Possibly Lister?
422 A fire extinguisher, a safety helmet, manifolds, etc.,
423 A quantity of tensioners, springs, etc.,
424 A quantity of Diesel injectors.
425 Two boxes of various compressed air-line fittings, etc.,
426 A guitar amplifier.
427 A boxed garden Vac & Blow.
428 A quantity of side cutting pliers, tin-snips, etc.,
429 A large quantity of drill bits, reamers, etc.,
430 A quantity of screwdrivers.
431 A large quantity of long-nose pliers, etc.,
432 Boxed Ferguson mini hi-fi system.
433 Two boxed digital Calipers/Vernier gauges with metric/imperial readings.
434 A cased solid brass router template bushing guide bearing set and a cased engine timing tool set.  
435 Seven bottles of Browning waterproof coat detergent and a torch (no battery).
436 Three mirrors and two prints.
437 An Aluminium butter pan, recipe books and milk buckets.
438 Two boxes of electricals inc Pioneer surround sound speakers, BT Home Hub, TEAC A-L700P 3 channel Power Amplifier, Sony CMT-BX70DBi Micro Hifi DAB, MP3, CD system, Murphy Turntable CD Radio system together with a box of halogen type lights, etc.,
439 A Shark Steamer and accessories.
439 A mounted wooden sculpture, picture frames and a wooden box for restoration.A
439 A pair of 32" sash clamps, a camera tripod, a builder's level and a rule.B
440 A Salters brass dial scales.
441 Three Macrame plant holders, (pole not included).
442 A quantity of 78 rpm records.
443 A quantity of new and used tennis balls: Wilson, Slazenger, etc.,
444 A single black metal and brass bed with side-irons.
445 A bean slicer, a flan dish and storage jars.
446 A Tilley 171 Paraffin lamp.
447 Four flat irons.

448 Two in One grill, boxed and a quantity of coffee/storage jars.
449 A table-top Gino D'Campo electric oven.
450 An Andrew James Halogen cooker.
451 A Shark multi surface Steam cleaner.
452 A decorative rug, Sims PC DVD's, etc.,
453 A box of children's and infant's toys and games.
454 Two Oak radio casements and other boxes.
455 A large electrically-operated school/factory bell.
456 Mahogany BBC Radio box by Sterling, London 14'' x 9 1/4'' x 9 1/4''.
457 Three piece cane/wicker conservatory suite.
458 Painted fibreglass model of a Salmon 34'' long.
459 Car CD/radio.
460 Reeded Mahogany column and a fire extinguisher base.
461 A large quantity of various golf clubs some possibly Hickory.
462 A quantity of picture frames, wooden frames and an old wooden box for restoration.
463 A quantity of latex moulds, plastic fish moulds, etc.
464 A base for a taxidermy fish, valve radio and speaker.
465 A chop saw.
466 A Sturmey Archer cycle lamp, oil cans, boil lamp, various spanners, etc.
467 A six drawer metal stationary/workshop unit.
468 A quantity of various artists paint brushes, stationary etc.
469 A military style ammo box.
470 A table lamp, slow cooker, mini blender, kitchen crockery, etc.
471 A box of face masks.
472 A small bathroom cabinet.
473 A brass military fire extinguisher (full), 1/2" drive socket extension bars, etc.
474 Two electric lanterns.
475 A quantity of white dinner plates, musical cake knife, cake plate, plant pot, etc.
476 A quantity of bakeware tins, trays, plated ware, etc.
477 A box of stirrups and driving bits, a boxed portable typewriter.
478 A quantity of fire irons, a skillet and a roofer's slate rip.
479 Miscellaneous fishing canvas bags, etc
480 A quantity of horse brasses, oil lamp base and two pairs of hedging gloves.
481 A roll of small carving chisels, drill bits, etc.
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482 An Esso petrol can with Esso brass cap.
483 A high visibility jacket, size large.
484 A wooden painted step stool.
485 A Kenwood chef mixer having K and whisk attachments and the glass liquidiser in box, (chip to bowl).
486 An Eazyzap fly killer, enamel bread bin, plates, a rolling pin etc.
487 Three large 3' diameter film reel props and 2 x 25" film reel props.
488 A new boxed Sony car radio from Halfords.
489 A wicker fishing basket.
490 A quantity of china and glass, etc.
491 A black finish cupboard.
492 A small pine stool.
493 A coffee table, 47" x 30" x 15" high.
494 A black finish coffee table on chrome legs, 26" x 47" x 13".
495 A pine hearth and fire surround.
496 A bookcase 55" x 37" x 12".
497 Four various table lamps.
498 A silent night glass fronted display cabinet with glass shelves.
499 A four shelf solid back bookcase, 50" x 49" x 10".
500 A box of washable face masks.
501 A single bed with side irons on castors
502 Quantity of china, mugs, ornaments, etc.
503 A dressing table with six drawers.
504 A Dyson ball DC25.
505 A set of steaming pans, condiment set, etc.
506 A quantity of unopened ladies clothes size 14/16 and a quantity of fabric.
507 A toboggan.
508 A black finish Bisley four drawer filing cabinet, 18" x 52" x 24".
509 A black finish Bisley four drawer filing cabinet, 18" x 52" x 24".
510 A black finish Bisley four drawer filing cabinet, 18" x 52" x 24".
511 An Ekco Hostess Royale trolley.
512 A pair of size 5 mini wellies, mini propergator, magnifier, lamp etc.
513 A painted wooden cupboard with shelf.
514 Five folded wooden chairs, (only one shown in picture).
515 A quantity of old bottles.
516 A painted pine kitchen dresser, 48" x 76" x 16 1/2".
517 A folding gout stool, pine bedside table and a book trough.

518 A two door cupboard with folding drawer.
519 A folding kitchen stool, a metal tube and a Linguaphone box set.
520 Two pine single beds. 
521 A table with removable legs, 35 1/2" x 79" x 30".
522 A toboggan.
523 A quantity of 4 way trail sockets, table lamp, ceiling light, etc.
524 A metal workshop storage unit.
525 A vegetable trug, brass fire screen and a cane stick stand.
526 A 5" bench vice.
527 Three boxes of various spanners, flan dishes, spray gun, etc.
528 A heavy-duty 2 ton capacity chain block and tackle, will lift 24 feet approximately. 
529 A copper cylinder insulation jacket.
530 A Black and Decker 12" hover mower, (no leads).
531 An electric Dimplex focal point fire.
532 Two single eiderdowns.
533 Two boxes of various hand tools, chisels, gauges, hammer, torches, etc.
534 A quantity of science posters and models.
535 A box of cooking dishes, pans, steamer, stoneware etc.
536 Two travel rugs, barometer, a box of shoe soles and heels, etc.
537 A collection of brand new 'Shires' horse tack including a leather and elastic 44" girth, two cob leather head collars, two pairs of stirrups, stirrup leathers, etc.
538 An Oreck XL vacuum, soda siphon and holdalls.
539 A Bush mini record player, a nebuliser, radios, power supply units,etc.
540 A metal slop bucket with lid.
541 An electric blower.
542 A pair of golf shoes - size 6 1/2.
543 Two champagne ice buckets, plates, ramekins etc.
544 A quantity of old clothing, scarves, petticoat, cricket jumper etc.
545 A pair of M&S eyeball style table lamps.
546 A boxed metal detector.
547 A Le Creuset brown saucepan with lid, glasses, china, etc., and a Le Creuset style casserole dish.
548 A small side table.
549 A metal bound zinc lined wooden chest for Captain I.R.B. Bond, 39" x 21" x 20".
550 A large quantity of copper pans, cast iron skillets, enamel ware and a suitcase.
551 A quantity of stoneware cooking china, glassware, chess set and a vegetable mandolin.
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552 Two black sheepskin rugs and a sheepskin coat.
553 Two boxes of various glass including carafes etc.
554 A metal bound zinc lined travel trunk for M. Cleghorn, Edinburgh, 33" x 20" x 22".
555 Two motoring foot pumps, spanners, lightweight chain etc.
556 A box of stainless steel cooking pans, glass dishes etc,
557 Three tubs of motoring parts including carburetor points etc.
558 27 Lin bins with various motoring components, brackets, nuts/bolts, gaskets etc.
559 A small quantity of sockets, extension bars etc.
560 4 x Fordson Major 1957/1964 petrol engine head gaskets.
561 A pair of gas rams 27" diameter between fixings and a 12 volt air pump.
562 A small cantilever workbox and sewing contents.
563 A metal fish steamer and a quantity of treen, etc.,
564 A small blue Le Creuset style cook pot and lid, a PRI light, a Flora Best rechargeable saw and a bird seed lidded tin.
565 A 'Man' commercial size heated wing mirror glass 15" x 7".
566 A quantity of spanners, soda syphon, developing film tank, woolwork picture, etc.,
567 A metal trunk with a brass plaque marked Spencer S Dixon Esq E.E and Minister 'Plenipotentiary', 40" x 15" x 8 1/2".
568 A small steel uniform case.
569 A steel trunk R. Ward-Jackson.
570 A cased badminton racquet, ornaments, a paper shredder, a projector, surge sockets, etc.,
571 12 champagne glasses, metal bars, geometry equipment, etc.,
572 A box of sporting trophies, sporting tapes, ornaments, china ware, etc.,
573 A box of tools, a hand brace, a slate cutter, saw sets, etc.,
574 A large quantity of china animals and figures.
575 A tool box with various hand tools, a coil of aluminium tape, speakers, etc.,
576 3 boxes of miscellaneous china and glass.
577 A flat screen T.V. wall bracket.
578 2 boxes of mixed glass and a box of china ornaments and miscellaneous china.
579 A metal trunk 36" x 19" x 12".
580 A box of various hand tools, etc.,
581 A two seater sofa cover and a cushion cover.
582 Miscellaneous picture frames, a box of LP's, stencils, pictures and prints, etc.,

583 A quantity of various bathroom ceiling lights, etc.,
584 Three suitcases, a shopping trolley and small bed throws.
585 A box of mixed china and glass.
586 A box of miscellaneous china, jugs, etc.,
587 Stainless steel teapots, lamp shades, etc.
588 A box of various glasses, ornaments, etc.,
589 A mincer/grinder.
590 A quantity of various scissors, dental equipment, etc.,
591 2 boxes of various china, plaques, a fan heater (no heat) etc.,
592 A box of pictures and prints, plus a box of books.
593 A chamber pot, a teapot, etc.,
594 A part Royal Albert 'Memory Lane' coffee set, optics, etc.,
595 A quantity of various mugs, espresso cups, etc.,
596 A quantity of miscellanea, table lamps, tennis balls, etc.,
597 A quantity of gin traps for display, a duck door stop, etc.,
598 A quantity of flan dishes, sea shells, vases, pots, etc.,
599 A cast iron rain water hopper, a paraffin lamp and shades.
600 A quantity of various china, pottery, jugs, wine glasses, etc.,
601 A quantity of various glass bowls, glasses, ice buckets and kitchen storage jars.
602 2 boxes of miscellaneous china, ornaments and glassware. 
603 Glass cookware and casserole dishes.
604 2 leather suitcases.
605 2 single sleeping bags and a rolling pin.
606 A quantity of mixed china including plated ware, dinner ware and a mirror.
607 A box of vases, jugs, cups and a box of various plated ware.
608 2 boxes of china including; stoneware, Wedgwood, Royal Doulton, teapots, etc.,
609 A quantity of prints, jardiniere A/F.
610 2 boxes of various dinner china, soda syphon, etc.
611 A box of dinner services.
612 A box of various glasses, dressing table set, enamel plates, etc.
613 A suitcase.
614 A bedside chest of drawers.
615 Three boxes of part tea sets, jug & bowl, teapots, jardiniere, etc.
616 Miscellaneous jardinieres, a duck on nest, Arthur Wood vase, etc.
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617 A large quantity of old and modern tins, some having sewing equipment inside.
618 A box of miscellanea including; cheese boards, religious pictures, etc.
619 Two Lloyd Loom style bedroom chairs.
620 Two boxes of miscellanea to include; bread crock, vases, pictures, soda syphon, etc.
621 A quantity of soft toys.
622 A gas weed burner, seed sets, etc.
623 A lorry wing mirror glass, 12 volt kettle, etc.
624 A cookie jar, bread crock, large ice bucket, crockery, etc.
625 A large metal/steel trunk, etc. 35" x 21" x 14"
626 A pine box, small tiles and a tractor head gasket.
627 A metal trunk.
628 A quantity of socks, long johns, etc.
629 Horse head collars, leading reins, hay nets, etc.
630 A bar stool and a brief case.
631 A folding campaign tin, 3 x stone jars and an electric carving knife, Kenwood blender jug etc.
632 A quantity of drinking glasses, etc.
633 A lilo foot pump, a single air bed plus another, etc.
634 A box of miscellaneous books including; 'Learn Welsh', 'Private Eye' annuals and 'Viz' annual.
635 A box of ornaments, a Galileo thermometer, etc.
636 A quantity of leather care kits, sewing accessories, bathroom scales, etc.
637 A large metal bound wooden trunk, zinc lined. 39" x 24" x 22"
638 A 'Kenya Tea' tea chest.
639 A HP printer, electric fan, curling tongs, CD player, etc.
640 A boxed Aladdin blue flame heater, series 32.
641 A boxed Aladdin blue flame heater series 32.
642 Two photographic tripods, photographic Ilford paper, Aberg Best 21 mega pixels camera etc.
643 2 x boxes of picture frames and prints.
644 A pressure washer and a clip-on fan.
645 A boxed mini steamer.
646 A string stick stand and contents, waste paper bin and folding fishing stool.
647 A quantity of artificial flowers and table lamps.
648 A large salt glaze sherry/spirit barrel 13" x 9" diameter.
649 A box of miscellanea inc. cuddly toys biscuit barrel, time clock, china etc.
650 A glass butter churn, glass vases, hen on nest basket, table lamp etc.
651 Two 36 bottle wooden wine racks.
652 A set of office drawers 16 1/2" x 23" x 22".

653 A metal two drawer filing cabinet 16" x 26" x 16".
721 A modern painted bedside cupboard, 18" x 18" x 23" high.
722 A ladies wardrobe over four drawers, 70" x 38" x 21" deep.
723 A gentleman's wardrobe with removable pediment, 63" w x 73" h x 22" d.
724 An oak gentleman's fitted wardrobe with removable pediment and carved detail, 50"w x 78"h x 21"d.
725 A Lloyd Loom style rectangular laundry box with seat.
726 A modern white finish and pine back child's wardrobe with drawer to base 36" wide x 73" high x 22" deep.
727 A faux leather dining chair, sprung based with central splat.
728 A quilted XL camouflage jacket, Kabeen.
729 A waterproof camouflage jacket with hood, size large.
730 A large school style map of the world, 57" x 40".
731 An Art Deco copper fire screen plus an embroidered fire screen.
732 Three Watercolour pictures and a framed aerial photograph showing flooding.
733 An oak side table on barely twist legs, 16" x 24" x 28".
734 A single bed head.
735 A cased guitar.
736 A quantity of miscellaneous cushions and covers, headrest covers, etc.
737 A pink Lloyd Loom style bedroom chair.
738 A faux leather three piece red sofa and two chairs.
739 A quantity of 500/1000 piece jigsaw puzzles.
740 Two Whitney double blankets.
741 A quantity of new bed linen for double bed, curtains and clothing.
742 Four miscellaneous cushions.
743 Three various pictures.
744 A John Lewis Alex white cot bed.
745 A single bed with mattress.
746 A mosquito net.
747 A single pine bed base only.
748 Two standard lamp shades.
749 An AEG cooker 23"w x 24"d x 35"h.
750 A child's high chair.
751 A Bosch Avanti XX7 washing machine. 
752 A metal suspension file box, 12" x 7 1/2" x 22" high
753 A Bissell Cleanview pro-heat carpet cleaner.
754 A John Lewis washing machine.
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755 A lightweight suitcase.
756 A Hotpoint Aquarius fridge freezer 21 1/2" wide x 68" high x 22" deep.
757 A single button back headboard.
758 A Titan industrial style vacuum cleaner with attachments.
759 An Indesit washing machine.
760 No lot
761 Five glass brickets, 5 3/4" x 5 3/4" x 3 3/4".
762 Three various mirrors, largest 37" x 26".
763 A linen basket.
764 A metal hat and coat stand.
765 Five full rolls and one near roll of Crown wallpaper.
766 A pair of standard lamp shades.
767 A mirrored back lounge display cabinet.
768 A 3D decoupage picture of a cottage scene.
769 Ten various paintings.
770 A wicker paper bin and a wicker M&S hamper.
771 A bow fronted glass display cabinet with shelf.
772 Three miscellaneous mirrors.
773 A child's wooden high chair.
774 A Singer treadle sewing machine serial no. F9465546.
775 A 30" diameter tilt top table on tripod foot.
776 A quantity of Kids Toys, wooden Peppa Pig house, push along trolley with blocks, LeapFrog Musical Rainbow Tea Party and a Nintendo Super Mario Deluxe Bowser's Castle.
777 An over mantle mirror with string detail 35" x 21".
778 A Sony record deck
779 A seagrass linen basket.
780 A dressmakers box from 'Belgravia'
781 A pair of size 11 Wellington boots.
782 A Corby trouser press.
783 A Bambi 10/23Q Air compressing unit
784 Two pairs of stick back kitchen chairs, (one a/f) and a similar chair a/f.
785 Two fitted triple wardrobes and a matching dressing table.
786 A pine bookcase with five adjustable shelves, 83" high x 38" wide x 13" deep.
787 An oak blanket box, 38" x 20" x 21" high.
788 An upholstered daybed for restoration.
789 An oak 3 tier folding cake stand.
790 Two X boxes and controllers plus power supply unit.A
791 Seven rolls of super fresco wallpaper.
792 Two oak carver dining chairs plus three matching dining chairs having leopard print seats.

793 A box of various wallpapers including Vymura ready pasted, etc.
794 A battery operated John Deere child's tractor and trailer, in working order.
795 A pine kitchen table on square tapered legs, 27" x 45" x 29".
796 A quantity of various wallpaper.
797 An Olympia portable typewriter and a mini electrical turntable.
798 A silver cross folding push chair.
799 A child's cot and mattress.
800 A large model of a Manor House/Doll House.
801 A four drawer map chest, 35" x 48" x 17".
802 A pine kitchen table  with single drawer to end, 54" x 35" x 30".
803 A quantity of pictures, prints, frames and mirror.
804 A church organ/harmonium.
805 An oak single wardrobe, with key, 36" x 72" x 16" deep.
806 An oak two tier trolley having a galleried top and small drawer.
807 A lowboy chest with three drawers 30"w x 43"h x 19"d
808 A child's oak wardrobe.
809 A floor standing oak corner shelves.
810 A pine kitchen side table on turned legs, 4' x 2' x 31" high.
811 A water filled Baine Marie food heater.
812 A wooden hardwood towel rail.
813 A large 'Kevin' the carrot and his girlfriend 'Katie'.
814 A beige two seater settee and matching armchair.
815 A string seated ladderback chair and a stool.
816 A wall hanging hardwood display cupboard 22"w x 17"h x 3 1/2"d.
817 A glazed top display unit, 33"w x 14"d x 48"h.
818 A glazed modern corner display unit.
819 An open back graduated four shelf bookcase, 29 1/2" x 36" x 8 1/2".
820 An oak piecrust extending gateleg table with barley twist legs plus four studded dining chairs with carved flower detail, 57" x 41" x 29" open.
821 Three jigsaws 1 x 2000 and 2 x 1000 pieces.
822 A good quantity of 'Learn to Play Guitar' books and DVDs.
823 A modern hardwood TV unit 47" x 16" x 24".
824 A Sony model PCG11211M computer and keyboard, 2 keys missing from keyboard.
825 A Prosound 4100 PA, disco lights, various leads, microphones with 2 x 8 ohm speakers on stands.
826 An Alstones Limited Cabinet made in England, three over two over one drawers.
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827 A nest of three glass top tables, top glass missing.
828 A glazed top corner cupboard.
829 A desk top bookshelf, 2' wide x 20" high x 6" deep
830 A low twin cupboard over three drawers, 31" h x 32" w x 12" d.
831 A Dunelm matching bedroom set including curtains, duvet cover etc.
832 A round ended drop-leaf gateleg dining table on turned legs, 65" x 41" 29" h open.
833 A faux leather swivel chair and foot rest.
834 A similar pair of adjustable desk lamps.
835 Nine unopened 16 piece children's floor puzzles.
836 Eight boxed sets of Warhammer figures 40,000 tau empire and Drukhari, etc.
837 A modern reproduction work table, 16" x 16" x 29".
838 An oak side table with small folding leaves and drawer.
839 Eight 1000 piece jigsaws.
840 A music cupboard.
841 A dark wood glazed display cabinet, one pane a/f. 47" x 50" x 12" having three glass shelves.
842 A quantity of Aldi soft toy carrots.
843 An oak display cabinet with a lead glass. 53" x 27" x 16 1/2"
844 5 jigsaw puzzles.
845 4 SOS Ouistiti (tumbling monkeys) games.
846 Eight 1000 piece puzzles.
847 A pair of brown faux leather armchairs.
848 2 'Dickies' workman's overalls size XL 50R, 48R.
849 A cane picnic basket filled with knitting patterns.
850 3 digital cordless phones by BT.
851 A quantity of bed sheets and pillow cases (some still in packaging).
852 A sky HD box and Sonichi car radio.
853 A porcelain headed doll standing at 26" tall.
854 A box of owl ornaments.
855 A light wood wall clock with pendulum by Daniel Dakota. 23" long.
856 A three planked kitchen table. 95" x 26" x 30 1/2" with matching Four white painted ladder back dining chairs.
857 A green 'Airport' suitcase of bed linen.
858 A quantity of various curtains, cushions and pillow cases, etc.
859 Three suitcases full of vintage bed spreads.
860 Two painted kitchen stools. 27" tall.
862 A bag of mixed coloured wool.
863 Four cart wheel dining chairs.
864 Six slat back dining chairs with drop in seats.

865 A 'Rastar Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG' model remote control car.
867 A peg end refectory style table. 60" x 30" x 30"
868 A quantity of trousers, fleeces, scarves, etc.
869 A quantity of Cotton Traders clothing; sweatshirts, trousers, fleeces.
870 A selection of pictures and a gilt frame.
871 A single drawer hall table (31" tall x 30" wide) with matching wall mirror (30" tall).
872 A dark wood floor standing display unit. 31 1/2" tall x 22" wide.
873 A quantity of pictures of various landscapes, etc.
874 A round pedestal occasional table with magazine rack, 22" tall.
875 A pair of round pedestal tables. 29 1/2" tall x 27" diameter.
876 A quantity of miscellaneous Sylvanian Families characters and items including; shops, bakery, etc.
877 A quantity of prints including; horses, birds, etc.
878 A quantity of toys.
879 A pair of red velvet curtains, cushion covers, arm covers, etc.
880 A pine kitchen table. 48" x 27" x 30"
881 A 'Bose Acoustic Wave' music system (damaged display unit).
882 A dark wood three shelved bookcase, damage to top. 41" tall x 36" wide.
883 A four shelved bookcase. 36" tall x 30" wide.
884 A red leather swivel office chair.
885 A scalloped occasional table supported by four bentwood brackets on a tripod wheeled base, one foot a/f. 31" tall.
886 A small quantity of CD's.
887 A collection of multicoloured flower pots, various sizes.
888 A three drawer stationary cabinet with suspension files, one handle a/f.
889 Two large canvases of landscapes.
890 A four shelved bookcase, staining to top. 36" tall x 36" wide.
891 A quantity of linen to include; pillow cases, table cloths, etc.
892 A wooden four drawer filing cabinet. 52" x 20" x 25"
893 A green four drawer metal filing cabinet. 52" x 18 3/4".
894 NO LOT
895 A boxed punch bowl for 8 people.
896 A pair of Binatone speakers.
897 A quantity of Sandersons wallpaper.
898 A black stylised table lamp with a cream shade.
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899 A motorbike clock, Planet Earth DVD's, box of recipes, etc.
900 A terracotta and gold lamp shade.
901 Three vintage suitcases; two blue and one brown.
902 A Philips CD radio mini sound system, Canon 35mm camera, speakers, etc.
903 'Designers Guild' green and white 'Tasket' wallpaper.
904 Seven rolls of Jane Churchill wallpaper; pattern number: A171
905 A quantity of miscellaneous wallpaper including; 'Designers Guild', 'Pebble Dash', etc.
906 Six rolls of Sandersons wallpaper.
907 A TV cabinet.
908 A pair of 'Steelite' walking boots and a pair of 'Tuffking' safety boots. Both size 9.
909 A small quantity of ordnance survey maps. 
910 A child's drum set.
911 An oval occasional table with a carved pedestal base. 47" x 33" x 30"
912 A Vulcan Minor sewing machine and box of sewing items to include cotton reels, buttons etc., plus a canvas bag.
913 Two boxes of toys to include; boxed 'Warhammer' and 'Star Wars' figurines, etc.
914 A light wood kitchen table. 48" x 30" x 30"
915 Two pairs of gold velvet curtains and some curtain lining.
916 A dressing table with mirror, two short over one long drawer. 42" x 19"
917 A 'DeWalt Power shop'  DW152 radial arm Saw and stand, single phase 2230/240v, 6.2 amp, manufactured 1987, serial no. 006354, complete with instruction books and spare blade, etc. (requires new thermal on/off switch, motor runs fine otherwise).
918 A pair of 'Legend' work boots size Euro 43, a pair of leather slip on boots size 9, socks, etc.
919 A small twist top drop leaf table.
920 A vintage sewing box with leatherette top and drawer to base plus contents including; ribbons, needles, etc.
921 A dark wood glazed display cabinet. 39" x 49" x 12" having three glass shelves and a diamond wooden boarding.
922 A 'SIP' 10" table saw.
923 Eight children's 'My First Floor Puzzle' by Ravensburger.
924 A small drop leaf side table and a wooden magazine rack.
925 A Toshiba 32" TV with remote.
926 A pair of Birkenstock shoes size 4.5 and a pair of Blundstone boots size 4.

927 A dark wood glazed display cabinet. 22" x 46" x 12"
928 A corner table. 24" x 22" x 13"
929 A Venturer TV.
930 A Foru motorised mobility scooter.
931 A pair of Le Chameau wellies, size 6.5/Euro 40.
932 A pair of blue & white striped curtains plus a pair of red checked curtains and tie backs.
933 A 21" Sharp TV with remote.
934 A pair of Aiwa speaker and an Olympus dictaphone.
935 A quantity of mixed wallpapers including; Sandersons and Morris & Co.
936 A light oak framed floral tapestry firescreen.
937 A wooden picture of a woman playing a guitar.
938 A Lloyd Loom style bedroom chair.
939 A 'Country Casuals' 3/4 length faux fur coat, size L.
940 A gilt framed mirror. 36 1/2" x 12 1/2"
941 A quantity of green and cream wool blankets.
942 Two pairs of ladies Clarks slip on shoes, size 6.
943 A glass topped TV stand. 31 1/2" x 20" x 19 1/2"
944 A Country style Dale wood vintage sideboard having two cupboards and three drawers 5' 2" x 18" X 32" high.
945 A darkwood Gentlemans sectional Wardrobe with mirrored door and hanging rail over one drawer 6' 5" x 18" deep x 3' 3" wide.
946 A set of three matching storage units in dark wood different sizes including one drawer unit 21" x 24" x 14", one cupboard unit 33" x 16" x 16" and a one drawer over cupboard 33" x 21" x 27".

1000 MISCELLANEAX
1001 A Leica Digilux 1 Digital Camera with Leica DC Vario Summicron, serial No. 2797041 with one battery but no other accessories a/f - untested.
1002 A quantity of cameras to include, Polaroid Land camera, Pronto folding camera, Kodak Six-20 Brownie, Kodak Instamatic cameras including 155x, 77x, 50 and 100, a Vivitar 200mm telephoto lens, Greens Federal auto lens, Konica Hexan 50mm lens plus other lenses, flashes, cases, etc.
1003 A Canon EOS 1000F 35mm SLR camera with a Canon Ultrasonic 35-135mm lens f/1: 4-5.6 together with a Kodak easy load 35mm zoom camera with Lowepro case, an Olympus Trip MD3 DX camera 34mm lens and case and a Canon Epoca with 35-105 f/1: 2.8-6.6 lens.
1004 A quantity of digital cameras including, Fuji film Finepix A405 and A201, a Canon Powershot A400, Olympus 3.2 mega pixel, a Medion 5.0 mega pixel camera, a Konica Minolta dimage Z3, and a Sony Cybershot 14.1 mega pixel camera with Carl Zeiss 26mm lens, etc.
1005 Five tripods including a Miranda Titan 808 in carry 
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bag, a Studex heavy metal tripod, a Slik 88 tripod, a German Bilora Stabilo 1115 and a Van Guard T-060220A tripod, (most are without swivel head attachment).
1006 A dark brown fur wrap and a quantity of embroidered linen.
1007 An Ammunition/Pistol safe (with keys, 11 3/4'' long x 8 3/4'' deep x 11 3/4'' high and two books on antique firearms: 'Antique Firearms' by Ronald Lister and 'Antique Guns in Colour 1250-1865' by Robert Wilkinson-Latham.
1008 A Moore Bros. Oil lamp having globular shade and chimney with china base depicting two figures, some damage, 30" tall.
1009 A Williams and Humbert vitreous china Sherry Barrel, 14" tall x 13" wide.
1010 An ebonised vintage walking stick surmounted with a well carved bone owl knop and brass fittings. Approximately 90 cm long.
1011 A small box of Treen including eggs, bowls, train etc.
1012 An 'N' gauge model railway Diorama scene, 6' x 3' and made of polystyrene using Woodland Scenics kit including buildings and trees.
1013 A Hornby Midland Mainline HST Train set and electric locomotive 'Frank Hornby'.
1014 Four Corgi Classics model vehicles including Blackpool Tram, Bradford City Trolleybus, GWR lorry and Morris Minor Post office van and two Exclusive First Edition models: Leeds Tramcar and London Transport Routemaster bus. 
1015 A quantity of Cameras including Epsilon in leather case, Kodak Retinette , Kodak no. 3A folding pocket camera, Velbon tripod, light meters etc.
1016 A small ebonised Tea Caddy decorated with a black and white  scene of an oriental family, hinge to lid broken.
1017 Two bottles of Champagne: Moet Chandon Grand Vintage, 750 ml and Cremant de Loire, 150 cl.
1018 A bottle of Mounteray Eclipse Heritage Rum and a 50cl bottle of Glayva liqueur.
1019 A 75 cl bottle of Glenmorangie 10 year old single malt Whisky, boxed and a bottle of Croft Port late bottled vintage 1999.
1020 A quantity of bottles including cocktails, mulled wine, sparkling wine, Babycham, etc.
1021 Six bottles of Prosecco
1022 Six bottles of Prosecco, white and red wine Cava, etc.
1023 A Gents 'Ranch' Jacket/coat, size L, new
1024 A PG Fields 'Master of Countryware' Jacket.
1025 Two boxes of film negatives of transport (mostly buses), contact sheet printer, rolls of film, slides, photographs, etc.
1026 A small wooden framed mantel clock from Oswins 

& Co, Hereford, with plaque to the back 'To Mum and Dad on their Silver Wedding Day, 18.6.74'.
1027 A good quantity of Antlers including Deer and Moose.
1028 A small quantity of mounted Deer Antlers and part of a skull.
1029 A quantity of Horns including Buffalo, Rams etc and a fur training lure.
1030 A quantity of horn pieces for walking sticks etc together with an antler handled Hoof Knife.
1031 A quantity of Treen including candlesticks, mirror and clock finial, large porcelain door handle, piping nozzles etc.
1032 A wooden Travel box with brass swan neck drop handles to the sides, divided interior, no key present and some fittings to the front missing, 20 1/2'' x 8 1/2'' x 7 1/2''.
1033 A small quantity of brass weights up to 2 lbs..
1034 A contemporary display of Golf Balls marked 'The History of The Golf Ball', mounted on oval plaque, 13'' x 10 1/2''.
1035 A WWII Horseshoe repair kit in leather pouch, stamped Cliff Walsall, 1940, ,together with three leather belts with modern American brass buckles.
1036 Two 75 cl bottles of Port including Taylor's 1994, Smirnoff Vodka, Baileys Irish Cream and a Martini miniature.
1037 A quantity of bottles including Mateus Rose, Rhone Valley white wine, Champagne Brut, Harvey's Sherry, etc.
1038 A quantity of Treen stands and bowls, marble inlaid platter from Grimsdale, etc.
1039 A quantity of Treen including horse head, eagles, carved boxes, crucifix, plates etc.
1040 A quantity of Cameras including Boots Comet 404X with magic cube and case, cased Yashica Zoommate film camera, USSR 30PKUU 10 camera and small cased tripod.
1041 A pair of Barr & Stroud military Binoculars 7 x CF 41 in leather case.
1042 Two pairs of Binoculars: Focus Delux 10 x 50 and Boots Pacer 10 x 50, both cased.
1043 A set of Leitz Trinovid 8x20 C Compact Binoculars No. 982242 marked Portugal, plus another set of Binoculars cased.
1044 A Panasonic MC6 VHS movie camera with auto focus model no. NV-MC6B (serial number H8HE00862), in large case with battery pack, video/audio input adaptor, video AC adaptor and other accessories, mic damaged.
1045 A Brass Oil Lamp with chimney, a glass based oil lamp with pink crackle glass shade and two spare glass chimneys.
1046 A Brass School Bell, 10'' tall.
1047 A Panasonic RX19 slim Palmcorder Video camera 
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with x 14 power zoom with wide angle autofocus lens, model no.NV-RX198, with batteries and in an Eagle Crew carry case.
1048 A Pentax Super ME SLR 50 mm Camera with SMC Pentax-M f/1:1.7 50 mm lens with a 135 mm f/1:3.5 lens and flash, in a carry case.
1049 A quantity of shells and gems including Amethyst, coral, conch, auger etc
1050 A cased electric Singer Sewing Machine, model no. EK829212.
1051 A pair of green composite oriental figure lamps depicting Geisha and farmer. 
1052 A very heavy cast iron Boot scraper with counter facing Griffin to ends, 13 1/2'' x 9'' x 11''.
1053 A Samsung 8 mm Video Camera VP-M51B with 550 x digital zoom and 22 x 200m lens, in a Pullman carry case.
1054 Five smelling salt/perfume bottles including Cinnabar and oriental patterned porcelain.
1055 A small quantity of oriental style figures including red Buddha, porcelain, carved bone etc.
1056 A quantity of old marbles.
1057 A small quantity of miscellanea including an A.A badge, serial no.4A82309, quantity of motor cars Cigarette Cards, two enamel signs, Art Deco style car mascot of a sitting girl, no 9980.
1058 A quantity of angling equipment including Wychwood reel bags containing Rimfly fly fishing reels (incl. BFR 75,, spare spools), glass floats, pond yacht and four canvas fishing bags.
1059 Three Ordnance Survey maps including Dounton Castle Estate, Presteigne and Hay on Wye and Leominster, (rolled in tube).
1060 Three walking sticks and a reproduction Tomahawk.
1061 A glass Dome on non-matching wooden base, 9'' tall including base.
1062 A glass ceiling light shade in orange and green with metal fixings.
1063 Two boxed Corgi Military Air Power 1:144 scale models: Avro Vulcan XM607-RAF 44 SqDn and HP Victor S.R Mk2 RAF camouflaged XL161 S43 squadron
1064 Two boxed 1:144 scale model Corgi Classic Frontier Airlines: Lockheed Constellation -TWA and Douglas C-47A-AER Lingus.
1065 Three boxed Corgi scale models including Military Short S.25 Sunderland V RAF Coastal Command, AVRO Vulcan XL321 617 Dambusters Squadron and Jet Fighter Power harrier GR.3 X2997. 
1066 Three boxed 1:72 scale model Corgi Flying Aces: Hawker Hurricane MK1 of no.297 Sqd RAF - Sqd Ldr Stanford Tuck, Supermarine Spitfire MK11A OC Tangmere Wing, Wing Commander Douglas Bader and Messerschmitt 109E JG 26 Schlageter Adolf Galland. 

1067 Two 1:144 scale model Corgi airplanes: D.M Comet 4 Dan-Air London and Boeing 377 Stratocruiser of BOAC.
1068 A quantity of Hornby '00' gauge stock including Skeldale Coal steps , ramps, overshoot etc, Texaco wagon and a quantity of 800mm Fleischmann track. 
1069 A quantity of Meccano magazines dated from 1925 to 1928 and 1962.
1070 A small quantity of composite and carved stone animals including Hedgehogs, Rabbits, Seals etc
1071 A vintage Warwickshire of Malvern evening dress in Berbright design, lined with flared sleeves, zip back fastening in bright blue with orange and patterned bands.
1072 A quantity of 'Railway Magazines' books,1927 to 1939, some bindings a/f.
1073 A set of four framed collections of Golden Era Famous Fighters and Famous Bombers cards, nine in each frame, 14 1/2'' square.
1074 A quantity of Herefordshire related Ephemera including bills, receipts, plans, documents, photographs etc.
1075 A Wall Clock with Roman numerals on enamel face flanked by reeded columns, with pendulum and plaque 'Presented to Annie Jones by Treorchy Friends,1907', 30 1/2'' tall x 16'' at widest point, a/f.
1076 A cased Olympia 'Monica' typewriter made in Western Germany, (handle a/f).
1077 A quantity of miscellanea including boxed Corgi RNLI Rescue Team Inflatables, pool balls, indoor boules game, wooden boat base, lustre cannon etc.
1078 A quantity of empty Cigar Boxes including Balmoral, Don Tomas, Royal Dutch etc and a small Oxo tin.
1079 A Photograph Album of train photographs, album of black and white photographs including Nov. 1941 Armistice Day parade, marked 'property of Raymond George Harris, R.A.F no. 1425585.
1080 A Jos. Lucas Ltd, Birmingham 'Kings of Road' self generating Carbide Lamp, no 474, reg. no. 386752, 13'' tall.
1081 A quantity of film reels, negative splicer etc and a boxed Eumig mark 5.
1082 An empty darkwood Cutlery Box on bun feet, 19'' wide x 12'' deep x 3 1/2'' high.
1083 Two framed sets of Cigarette Cards: 'Will's Butterflies' and 'Castella Cigars Britain's Motoring History,
1084 A framed print of an 1810 John Speede Map of Herefordshire, 21 1/4'' x 17 1/4''.
1085 Two framed drawn Plans of 'The Lake, Miserden Park, Gloucestershire, Map for Dredging' (with some foxing) , 28 3/4'' x 18 1/4'' and a plan of  'Proposed Playing Field at Lucton School, 
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Herefordshire', 23'' x 30''.
1086 An Oak framed bevelled edge rectangular Mirror with carved arched detail, 20 3/4'' x 30''.
1087 A quantity of Travel Rugs including wool, tartan etc.
1088 A quantity of loose stamps both English and foreign together with some postage stamps stamp album sheets.
1089 A Stanley Gibbons stamp collector book, a Shield Stanley album, an album of First Day covers, a stamp stock book and loose stamp pages , with contents.
1090 A quantity of old stamp albums some dated 1954, 1917 and 1918 together with miscellaneous stamps some English, but mainly foreign stamps.
1091 A large Artist's easel, 63 1/2" tall overall
1092 Five Police helmets with West Mercia Constabulary helmet plate.
1093 Nine pairs of handcuffs and two leather pouches.
1094 A quantity of Police leather pouches, West Mercia Duty Diary, belts, tape measure, Police signs, yellow tape etc.
1095 A quantity of Police whistles on chains and cord.
1096 A Police truncheon, leather wallets, truncheon holders, leather belts etc.
1097 A quantity of Police buttons in black and white metal.
1098 A quantity of West Mercia Constabulary Blue Circle Senior Cap Badges 1967-2009.
1099 A quantity of Police Strips, Shield Centre Cap Badge, metal stars etc.
1100 A quantity of Police Badge Helmet Plates, rose top for Police helmets, West Mercia Shield 'Centre Cap Badge etc.
1101 A quantity of West Mercia helmet plates, some having enamel centres.
1102 A quantity of fabric sew on badges: Polizei, Leominster Police, Sheriff Dept, Stars on fabric panels and Policeman numbers and cloak hooks etc.
1103 A quantity of old cane ware including a sewing box, miniature settee, table and chairs, and two baskets, one with a metal catch, both over 100 years old.
1104 A small gilt effect mirror, a/f.
1105 A box of miscellanea including mixed shells and a magnifying glass.
1106 Three litre bottles of Bell's Whisky.
1107 A box of assorted maps.
1108 A circular Footstool with floral top opening to reveal storage area.
1109 A Firescreen with hunting scene.
1110 A black Angle poise lamp.
1111 Two Tulchan Cardigans, one size L and the other 

XL.
1112 A gents three quarter length Lambourne wool coat, size L.
1113 An Exchequeur Raincoat, size reg.
1114 A gents Raincoat (gold coloured lining), size M.
1115 A heavy pottery resting Dog, (small chip to base).
1116 A case of knives including a sharpener, scissors and various butcher's knives.
1117 A Butter Scales and weights.
1118 Two large Lego wooden trays of Lego and three stacking trays of Lego.
1119 A Cambrian brown and red checked Travel Rug, 47" x 37".
1120 Two tins of mixed buttons.
1121 Four tins of mixed buttons.
1122 A quantity of cameras including Brownie Six - 20 model C in a case, two boxed Olympus OM , Kodak Mini Instamatic S30 , Olympus Trip AF - S - Z auto focus  etc.
1123 A quantity of play-worn toys including Dinky toys, Corgi, Matchbox, farm vehicles, etc.
1124 A quantity of play-worn Dinky and Corgi cars, lorries etc.
1125 A framed programme from Theatre Royal Dewsbury and a theatre poster from 'The Collector' by John Fowles.
1126 A miniature 'Cats Welcome' bench, dolls dresser, etc.
1127 An early 20th c. grained metal Tea Caddy, 14" tall.
1128 A woven seated double Stool having turned oak legs with perimeter stretchers, 29 3/8" x 13 5/16" x 11 5/8" high.
1129 A Webley .22 under-lever MK3 Air Rifle (with repairs to stock).
1130 A box of miscellaneous vintage Dinky toys including double decker bus, Massey Harris tractor, dumper truck etc., plus other vintage die-cast vehicles
1131 A box of wooden model elephants etc.
1132 A Lady's blue velvet fashion Hat circa 1960's, contained in hat box of a similar era from Marshall & Snelgrove Ltd.  
1133 A vintage Oak artist's paint box including a useful selection of oil paints.
1134 A large collection of unsorted pre-decimal bronze coins (approx. 12 lbs weight).
1135 A pair of leather Saddle Bags in good condition.
1136 An elegant Bracket/mantel Clock having a single train movement, the white face with Roman hour numerals and Arabic minutes, with a regulation spindle above the 12 'o' clock position, an arched oak case with light wood stringing and a shaded inlaid oval, 10" high x 7 1/2" wide x 4 1/2" deep, pendulum present but without key, slight crack to 
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glass.
1137 A box of assorted miscellanea including blue and white ginger jar, Victorian blue and white miniature plate, boxes, framed butterflies, pipes, carved soapstone items etc.
1138 A light brown Steiff jointed Teddy Bear 'Knopf Im OHR', no. 0202/26, with button tag and red bow, 9 3/4'' tall
1139 A pink Steiff Classic jointed Teddy Bear 'Knopf IM OHR', with button and growler, no 000270, 13 1/2'' tall.
1140 A framed copy of a Map of South West England and South Wales, with script in old English, 24'' x 21'' including frame, image only 18'' x 14 1/4''.
1141 A small quantity of linen including embroidered Tea Cosy, napkins etc.
1142 A quantity of British coins including three Crowns, nine Florins 1957-67, 14 Shillings 1949-63 and 53 Sixpence's 1954-63.
1143 A quantity of British coins incl, 21 Three pennies 1940-57, 39 Pennies 1912-67 and 55 Half pennies 1912-67.
1144 A large and heavy bronze Lamp in the form of a Putto on a fluted plinth with draped garlands holding a torch aloft his right foot resting on an earthy mound with marsh-land plants, the flared top of the torch encircled with fruiting branches. Sold together with a matched frosted glass shade of flaming form. 33" tall.
1145 A pair of very elegant bronze columnar table lamps, the bases with beaded edging, foliage and claw details, surmounted by cranes (one absent), the base of the fluted columns each with three Putti. 20" tall approx.
1146 A spelter type metal figure of a girl on horse-back drawing an arrow from a quiver on her back to use her long-bow to defend herself and her mount from an attacking lioness. 7 3/4" high 7 3/4" wide approx.
1147 A well-figured green marble clock garniture, the clock having a cream coloured face with Arabic numerals, the brass two-train movement having an external count wheel and striking the hours and half-hours on a bell, the case having Ormolu mounts with stylised foliage and flowers and surmounted by a lute and flanked to the right hand side by a winged Cupid wearing a sash. 16 1/2" high.  The pair of urns on matching marble bases having flowering foliage and Cupids depicted in relief.  15 5/8" high approx.
1148 An appealing highly polished metal table/hearth lighter in the form of an airman in a flying suit, helmet and goggles supporting a propeller with his left hand. Raised on a rectangular Oak plinth. 10 13/16" high.
1149 An elegant Art Deco design mantel clock of contrasting coloured stone and featuring a reclining lady in a stylish dress and wearing a 

head-scarf, the rectangular faced time-piece having Arabic numerals, the two-train movement having an external count-wheel and striking on a bell. The pendulum and winder are present but the pendulum support spring requires attention, the glass to the face is absent. depicting a woman sitting on marble base, (glass missing), 19 5/8" x 11 3/8" high.
1150 A large Italian Art Deco design plaster mantel ornament depicting a skier being pursued by a large bird. Finished principally in black and green. Impressed to the plinth "Pecchioli". 30 5/8" x 14 3/8" high.
1151 An Art Deco design, nickel type metal finished figure of a dancing girl in a stylish long dress, believed entitled "Footsteps", raised on a brown marble/stone plinth. One hand absent and the other with damaged fingers. 15 1/2" high. 
1152 An antique well-carved tapering turned pillared smoker's stand the base encircled by four figures of African gentlemen in smart suits and having their hands in each others' pockets.  25 1/4" tall approx.
1153 A well carved Oak Chair with the back carved as "Mr. Pickwick" and the seat carved with a portrait of Charles Dickens and inscription "Keep His Memory Green", 34 1/4'' high
1154 A pair of Dickens carved Oak panels depicting "Pickwick" and "Micawber", with good patina, 21 1/4" high x 13 1/2".
1155 A brown leather seated shooting Stick.
1156 A double ended African drum with carved details together with drumstick and stand.
1157 A brass and mixed metal snuff box, a papier mache snuff box, a Birmingham silver comb holder and a propelling pencil with red coloured stone. 
1158 A set of five pewter animal Knife Rests including squirrel, bear, fox, etc.,
1159 Six large Seashells.
1160 A quantity of Threepence pieces dating between 1937-1962 (82 approx.)
1161 A quantity of Sixpence pieces, the earliest dated 1926, the latest 1967 (approx. 100)
1162 A quantity of Shillings from 1915-1951 (23), plus a 1952 Two shilling piece.
1163 A quantity of Pennies and Half-pennies, the earliest dated 1903, the latest 1963, plus 39 Half pennies from 1903-1959. (approx. 70)
1164 Nine Half Crowns from 1933-1950.
1165 A quantity of foreign coins including American, German, French etc., together with Indian, Mexican and Asian notes.
1166 A small quantity of Victorian Pennies from 1888-1901 together with five Half Pennies from 1870-1902.
1167 A British South Africa Co. stamp Album with 
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many stamps inside, and a 1910 stamp album full of used stamps, plus a quantity of loose stamps mostly foreign.
1168 An Ernst Leitz Wetzlar Germany Leica Elmar 9cm f/4 Lens with caps and original red tube box with receipt for 1938 from Horne's Camera Mart 32 Gracechurch Street London.
1169 An Ernst Leitz Wetzlar Germany Leica Chrome Finished VIDOM universal Viewfinder for focal lengths 3.5cm - 13.5cm together with an M&V Swiss made Photoclip clockwork Selftimer a/f.
1170 Two signed photographs of the actor George Robey, (George Edward Wade), music hall comedian and actor during WWI, one photograph depicting Robey as Falstaff from Henry IV in 1935, also a collection of old black and white photographs and two autograph books.
1171 A boxed Sterling Silver Four-in-hand colour pencil with separate refills by E. Baker & Son reg. no. 565713
1172 Two pairs of motorbike gloves, one pair being Bryans leather gloves, a Balaclava, and a yellow vintage sports jacket with skiing badges.
1173 A 1940's Army Great Coat with brass buttons and camel hair lining, John Jones & Co., Mayfair, size SM.
1174 A pair of heavy lined Curtains having Dutch scene and flower pattern, 68" drop x 54" wide, plus another pair 56" x 56".
1175 A pair of cream and green Curtains having stylized oriental pheasant pattern, possibly French, 84" x 46" plus a yellow door curtain with oriental scene, 98" x 48", some stains/fading.
1176 A Liberty 'Dartington' wool travel rug, plus a patchwork blanket (badly damaged) and a cream woven wool blanket, 70" x 90".
1177 A Tea Caddy having shell pattern marquetry to the front and the lid, 7 1/2" x 4 1/2" x 5" tall.
1178 A quantity of rolled Ordnance Survey maps including Lancaster/Kendal, Whitby, Wensleydale, Lincoln, Truro and Falmouth etc.
1179 A vintage gent's wool Hunting Jacket, approx. size SM, six white cotton hunting Stocks and wool and cotton riding gloves, five pairs of vintage riding breeches, one pair of wool breeches by Bedford Riding Breeches Co. of Marble Arch, London and a blue striped Stock shirt.
1180 Three pairs of gents cream wool Trousers; one pair from Harrods and two pairs 'The Regency'.
1181 Two 'new & packed' vintage Sindy Doll Pedigree outfits, one outfit to include trouser, shirt, bow and shoes (944252) and the other flared trousers, jump suit and shoes (S225), both with price labels from Harrods London, together with a book  'Asterix in Spain' 1969, the English edition.
1182 Two riding whips, one having Antler handle, a walking stick and a wooden window hook.

1183 A box of miscellanea including three boxes of Van Heusen 'stiff collars', goggles, a sheath knife, an AA car badge, a school cap, a metal cigarette box, a hip flask, etc.,
1184 A box of fishing items including vintage fly box, Brady fishing bag, Ogden Smiths fishing reel, pair of black dumbbells, etc.
1185 A box of miscellanea to include a pair of ladies ankle boots, miniature purses, mink shoulder wrap, etc.
1186 A quantity of Postcards including black & white and colour, an album of postcards from Mevagissey, St. Ives, Ledbury, The Alps etc. and a small album of negatives.
1187 A box of vintage dress waistcoats and white starched shirts, gloves, silk scarves, backless waistcoats etc.
1188 A small quantity of miscellanea including ski medals, three seals,  pens etc.
1189 A wooden box containing two sets of Chess pieces (one piece missing from each), plus a set of draughts.   
1190 Wine: Twelve bottles of 1971 Chateau la Croix Blanche, Bordeaux Superieur (L. Danglade et Fils & Cie). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 4 x bottom of neck, 5 x top of shoulder, 2 x just above mid-shoulder, 1 x mid-shoulder].  
1191 Wine: Ten bottles of 1971 Chateau La Croix Blanche, Bordeaux Superieur (L. Danglade et Fils & Cie). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 1 x bottom of neck, 5 x top of shoulder, 2 x just below top of shoulder, 2 x just above mid-shoulder].  
1192 Wine: Ten bottles of 1971 Chateau La Croix Blanche, Bordeaux Superieur (L. Danglade et Fils & Cie). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 1 x bottom of neck, 5 x top of shoulder, 2 x just above mid-shoulder, 2 x mid-shoulder]. 
1193 Wine: Twelve bottles of 1971 Grand Vin De Leoville du Marquis de las Cases, Saint-Julien-Medoc. [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 1 x bottom of neck, 5 x top of shoulder, 3 x near top of shoulder, 3 x just above mid-shoulder].
1194 Wine: A wooden case of twelve bottles of 1971 Grand Vin de Leoville du Marquis de las Cases, Saint-Julien-Medoc (lid of case missing). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 3 x bottom of neck, 8 x top of shoulder, 1 x near top of shoulder].
1195 Wine: A wooden case of twelve bottles of 1971 Grand Vin de Leoville du Marquis de las Cases, Saint-Julien-Medoc. [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 1 x bottom of neck, 3 x top of shoulder, 7 x near top of shoulder, 1 x above mid-shoulder].
1196 Wine: A wooden case of twelve bottles of 1971 Grand Vin de Leoville du Marquis de las Cases, 
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Saint-Julien-Medoc, (case lid a/f). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 2 x bottom of neck, 4 x top of shoulder, 4 x near top of shoulder, 1 x just above mid-shoulder, 1 x slightly below mid-shoulder].
1197 Wine: A wooden case of twelve bottles of 1971 Grand Vin de Leoville du Marquis de las cases, Saint-Julien-Medoc, (case lid a/f). [Levels: please see images but appear as follows - 5 x top of shoulder, 4 x near top of shoulder, 3 x just above mid-shoulder].
1198 A quantity of black framed silhouettes of ladies and gentlemen and a framed silhouette of a boy with a top hat.
1199 A patinated Bronze figure of an Art Deco nude lady (The Scales of Time) by Gilbert Bayes, 1908, (scales absent), 13 1/2" tall.
1200 A bronzed figure of a nude gent on marble base, (hand missing), 14" tall.
1201 A rectangular Chinese Trinket Box marked "Kut Hing Pewter Swatow" to base, the top lifting to reveal compartmented tray, 9" x 6" x 4 1/2" high.
1202 A vintage clockwork spit jack, G. Salters & Co, 15'' long overall.
1203 An antique stone pharmaceutical acid proof Mortar.
1204 A collection of English and foreign stamps plus Christmas stamps and a book: 'How to Arrange and Write up a Stamp Collection'.
1205 A vintage hat box with green silk lining plus two vintage hats etc.
1206 A small quantity of vintage fabric, hand embroidery throw with fringing (stained), tapestry runners, cushion and tapestry bags etc.
1207 A military uniform, jacket, two pairs of trousers, John Jones of Mayfair, dated inside '26th 1940', having brass buttons and shoulder buttons, size SM.
1208 A vintage leather suitcase a/f., plus a canvas bag (Sidney Lodge), leather document bag and a leather vanity box.
1209 A quantity of fine Lace pieces and several of finely worked lace capes, some circa 1860's.
1210 An oval Portrait Miniature of a lady in blue dress in silver gilt mount, London 1896 with indistinct inscription verso ''Harriet Johnson......'', 2 3/18''
1211 A large vintage door Curtain, hand embroidered in cream, blue and orange flowers, 85" x 118", slight damage.
1212 An ivory silk Cape with white fur collar and embroidered edging, size SM.
1213 A quantity of militaria to include WWII defence medal, WWII War medal, cloak chain, a notebook belonging to a W.B. Clegg C.P.O. Royal Navy Air Service (notes on ship), first entry Wednesday February 24th 1915, British cloth insignia pips, a quantity of Military buttons, Irish Guards, Royal Irish Regiment, Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 

Royal Fusiliers cap badge and buttons etc.
1214 A British Senior officer's full Sword Belt/Buckle and sash with original storage box.
1215 A first edition copy of 'Diamonds are Forever', published in 1956 by Jonathan Cape.  The dust jacket is worn and torn and stained, page edges dirty and some foxing, 12s 6d net price still present on front flap, the binding is good, a name is written on front inside board.
1215 A small quantity of Ephemera including letters, invitations, child's first prayer book, mini calendar for 1937 etc

A

1216 A Cloisonne pendant circular Pill Box with gilt interior and mirrored lid, 1 3/4" diameter, 3/4" tall.
1217 A colour photograph on glass of Bournemouth, framed.
1218 Two volumes, Part I & II of 'Edward VII, His life and Times'.
1219 A leather bound book: Bunyan's Works.
1220 A darkwood and ebonised Inkstand with pair of glass inkwells, (lids missing)
1221 A set of Maundy money (four coins dated 1906).
1222 An engineer made miniature replica of a Sten Gun, magazine removes, cocks and triggers but is a non-operative model, 15 3/4'' long approx., weight 530 gms approx.
1224 A brown canvas gun case, distressed. 32 1/2" long x 9" x 3 3/4" high approx.
1225 A Georgian Mahogany knife Box having serpentine front with inlay to lid, 12 1/2" x 9" x 15".
1226 A stamp Album containing English and foreign stamps including penny reds, Falkland Islands, Austria, Denmark, Belgium etc. (approx. 130 leaves).
1227 A large quantity of loose stamps including South Africa, Netherlands, USA, etc.
1228 A quantity of matchboxes (UK and foreign), approx. 37, including 'England Glory', the majority empty.
1229 A 1920's Lucas motorcycle horn, a vintage rear light and Art Deco style chrome petrol cap, a vintage style car bonnet catch together with motorist manuals for the Singer Nine & SM1500, SM Roadster and Citroen 2CV and two vintage steering wheels, one having 'Rover' badge and wood rim.
1230 Eight vintage school Exercise Books having lined pages, one book music lined, all unused, together with WWII miscellaneous booklets;  Small Arms Training Bayonet, The Duties of Air Raid Wardens, Personal Protection against Gas and Royal Army Medical Corps Training.
1231 A 19th c. floral tapestry Pole screen.
1232 A large Laura Ashley pink and cream floral heavy quilt, 100'/. cotton, 9' x 8 '.
1233 A small quantity of View-master pictures including 
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The Coronation, Niagara Falls, movie stars, Shakespeare, Sidney, California etc.
1234 A large Cloisonne vase decorated with large flowers, 12" tall x 8 1/2" diameter.
1235 A framed Print of Queen Victoria, 29'' wide x 37 1/2'' high, frame a/f.
1236 Four Myth and Magic pieces including Dragons, a horse, a cauldron of light wizard statue etc.
1237 Three modern glass Domes, one 4 1/2" and the others 4" high.
1238 A Mahogany inlaid oval Tray having galleried sides and two handles, (some repair to sides), together with an old wooden box with inlaid decoration of flowers and leaves, Tunbridgeware games card box and a leaded lamp shade.
1239 A quantity of lace, crochet table linen and napkins etc.
1240 A child's sundress and three night dresses (one having tear) and an adult's night cape.
1241 A bronzed metal figure of a special newspaper seller boy, 7" tall.
1242 Four snuff boxes including  bone, brass, horn etc.
1243 Three snuff boxes and a pearl decorated ladies calling card case, (with repair).
1244 Two shells, one being Paua shell and a half clam.
1245 A wall Clock by 'Kieninger' with key and pendulum.
1246 A cased propelling Pencil and a Hargreaves Lansdown fountain Pen having German nib.
1247 A wooden cigarette and ashtray, six feather darts, a boxed small Universal globe, miniature clock etc.
1248 A Masons Regalia Craft Worshipful W.M. Apron and a leather 'Doric' Masons bag.
1249 Six English miniatures made of metal including the coal man, butcher, milkman, baker etc, a thimble display having a glass dome with nine metal thimbles and a boxed Royal Worcester thimble.
1250 Four old weights 2 lb, 1 lb, 8 oz and 4 oz, two china spirit pourers in shape of a horse and a cockerel.
1251 A darkwood framed single train movement Wall Clock having Arabic numerals to the circular face (key present), 17'' high x 10 1/8'' wide.
1252 A brown hide bound jewellery/writing Case with the initials "C.W.J." 14" x 10" x 5 1/2" high, carrying handle absent and locked but with no key.
1253 A boxed satinwood mounted glass laboratory Tube with electrical connections and labelled "W & J George Ltd. Birmingham F.E. Becker & Co. London EC1 (Nivoc)" 14 3/8" long, a Ferranti transformer dated 1915 a ''Jiffy All wave capacity aerial" and a halogen adjustable lamp and bracket.
1254 A cane walking stick with London silver end possibly 1917, maker BM.
1255 Two 'Geest' vintage banana crates suitable for 

shed storage, 35" x 9 1/2" x 12".
1256 A pair of opera Glasses made of Mother of Pearl and brass by Iris Paris in pouch and a box of Cowrie shells. 
1257 A quantity of Vocal music copies;  six being signed by the composers including 'The Little Irish Girl' by Hermann Lohr.
1258 A Victorian oil lamp (working) with green reservoir and cast metal base, 21" tall. 
1259 A brass ship's clock made by well known American maker (Seth Thomas - Massachusetts) in working order, key attached, 12" high x 7" at widest part. 
1261 A small quantity of linen and fabric including Liberty 'Dante' fabric remnants, hand embroidered panels, a large tablecloth etc.
1262 Five 'Silver Scenes' silver plated miniature photograph Frames and a quartz clock.
1263 An architectural design bevelled wall Mirror flanked by mirrored pillars with gilded capitals supporting an angular bevelled mirrored pediment top, 50'' wide x 36 3/8'' high.
1264 A fine old lady's Crocodile skin bound travelling Vanity case the lid lifting and the front falling to reveal a nicely fitted satin lined interior with silver topped glass jars, Mother of Pearl handled items including a button hook, tweezers, a bodkin, a manicure file, a penknife, a silver handled shoe-horn and button-hook, two combs, two pairs of glove-stretchers, a hand mirror, hair and clothes brushes. The silver parts mainly London hallmarked, the date believed to be 1899 and 1898 - makers W.A.E. (William Amaziah Ellwick). Keypresent, carrying handle worn. 10 1/8" x 7 3/4" x 5 3/4" high.  
1265 A quantity of colourful embroidered and applique Linen including table cloths, napkins, handkerchiefs etc., some stains.
1266 A quantity of linen, mostly Damask, some in pale blue, etc., some marked.
1267 A quantity of linen mostly crotchet and open cutwork including tablecloths, napkins etc., some marked.
1268 A quantity of linen sets including navy blue with white floral applique table cloth and napkins, matching napkins and place mats etc.
1269 A quantity of mixed linen including lace and crotchet doilies, napkins, tablecloths, some embroidered with monograms and 'Belgrave Hotel', some marked.
1270 Two pairs of Curtains depicting hunting scenes in vibrant colours, 79'' and 59'' drop x 104" wide
1271 A fur coat by Faulkes Furriers Birmingham, size Large.
1272 Two cigarette card albums including, Players cricketers 1934, Wills Association footballers and wild flowers etc together with a 1923 eleven card 
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set of the rocket, famous boxing knockouts.
1273 A quantity of Postcards of Birds and Natural History, including loose art subject postcards.
1274 A Pigot and Co's Royal, National and Commercial Directory and Topography of the Counties of Herefordshire, Monmouthshire etc, June 1844.
1275 A quantity of 1960's 'Car Mechanics' magazines and other car and transport magazines.
1276 A quantity of interesting farming invoices from 1880's, and advertising, including an article on polled Hereford cattle etc, plus Victorian letters dating fro 1818-1871.
1277 Miscellaneous railway related literature, mostly GWR, together with six railway wagon early 1950's Welsh Coal fields steam era tickets, 1938 and 1940 'The Modern Railway News' brochures, etc.
1278 A quantity of miscellaneous WWII pamphlets etc.
1279 Eighteen Observer books, on various topics.
1280 Twenty Motorcycle magazines, 'Through the Ages' 1950's-1980's.
1281 An antique Chinese red lacquer Box with inlaid gilt Dragon design and original iron fittings, 12 1/2'' x 8'' x 5''.
1282 Twelve George V florins 1921-1935.
1283 A quantity of sixpences including George V, George VI and Elizabeth II, approx. 100
1284 Thirteen 3d pieces to include five George VI 1941 -1944 coins and eight Elizabeth II 1954-1967 coins.
1285 A quantity of half pennies including George VI, Edward VII, George V etc together with half decimal coins (100 approx.)
1286 Eight half crowns including three George V dated 1920, 1931 and 1932; two George VI dated 1942 and 1948 and three Queen Elizabeth II dated 1959, 1960 and 1957.
1287 A quantity of shillings including  George V dated 1913-1936 and George VI 1938-1951, approx. 80 in all.
1288 A quantity of Pennies including Edward VII, George VI, Queen Victoria, etc. (the earliest being 1861).
1289 A vintage AA car badge and a RAC car badge.
1290 A quantity of marbles.
1291 A heavy black slate Mantle Clock with marble inlay, with key, 10'' x 10'' x 5 1/2''.
1292 A plastic domed Anniversary Clock plus a small Swiza Swiss carriage clock.
1294 Two Welsh woven tapestry pattern single Blankets in pinks and cream (originated from a mill in Pembrokeshire), 90" x 62" approx.
1295 A pair of grey striped curtains, fully lined with fittings, 47" x 104".
1296 An LC Smith and Corona No. 8 Typewriter, 10''.

1297 A Jones Family C.S hand sewing machine, 'as supplied to Her Majesty Queen Alexandra', serial number 178428, in a wooden case.
1298 A red leather briefcase.
1299 A set of dark green weighing Scales.
1300 A Joseph and Jesse Siddons Ltd West Bromwich set of weighing scales.
1301 A set of Librasco weighing scales.
1302 A table top wooden display Case, 37 1/2" wide x 15" high x 7" deep.
1303 A cased set of brass laboratory balance Scales by H.L. Becker Fils and Co., Brussels, in a woodencase by Philip Harris and Co Ltd, scientificinstrument specialist, Birmingham and Dublin,glass side panel a/f, 21" wide x 18" high x 10 3/4"deep.
1304 A large coloured double sided anatomical Poster of digestion, teeth, absorption and hygiene, made in France, 51" high x 38" wide.
1305 An original Third Reich Banner understood to have been salvaged by a Captain Louis Vickers of the Royal Engineers in 1945 and brought back to our country in the base of an armoured tank. Approximately 30' x 7'. (provenance attached).
1306 A neatly stitched leather bound swagger stick 27 7/8" long.
1307 A 1972 Royal Mint proof set - Coinage of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
1308 A 1973 Royal Mint proof set - Coinage of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
1309 A set of Waddingtons playing cards 'Birds of Britain' in a presentation box, cards are unopened and in mint condition.
1310 Four 1887 Queen Victoria Silver Coins including two Shilling pieces, Half Crown and Crown.
1311 Six Douai Abbey school sports Medals in individual presentation boxes from the 1930's, together with a black beaded evening bag.
1312 A Silver proof Australian 50 cent Royal Visit 2000 commemorative Coin, in presentation case.
1313 A Silver proof Pitcairn Islands $1 Bicentenary of the Mutiny on the Bounty 1989 commemorative Coin, in presentation case.
1314 A Silver proof Marshall Islands $50 Heroes of the North Atlantic 1993 commemorative Coin in presentation case.
1315 A Silver proof Royal Mint fifty pence D-Day 1944-1994 commemorative coin in presentation case.
1316 Three Silver proof Crowns, including two of The Queens Silver Jubilee 1977, and one for The Wedding of the Prince of Wales and Lady Diana Spencer all in presentation cases.
1317 A Gold commemorative Coin for the 25th Coronation Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II 1953-1978.   22 mm diameter
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1318 A quantity of silver shillings including 13 George V and 34 George VI plus another.
1319 A vintage butler's bell box (early to mid 20th c.) 21'' x 10'' deep x 5 1/2'' tall and a pair of Maison de L'Ingenieur Chevalier opera glasses with case.
1320 A scarce Florentine copper engraving (1660) by Gian Battista Galestruzzi (1619-1678) of two Roman statues from the series of six 'Trophies and Vases', after Polidoro da Caravaggio (1500-1536), 5'' x 6''.
1321 After Ferdinando Tacca (1619-1686); a bronze figure of Hercules wearing the Nemean Lion skin and supporting the globe. Possibly 19th Century or earlier. Globe missing. Later wired as an electric lamp, 15'' tall.
1322 A Nuremberg brass alms dish (mid 16th Century), with raised 'sheep's bladder' boss within a band of Gothic script and punched decoration to the rim. Some wear, 16'' diameter.
1323 A rare late 16th century bronze hand bell dedicated to St John the Baptist, the upper level cast with the inscription 'ORA PRO S IOHANNES BABTISTA' and a coat of arms; probably Bohemian- in 1569 the theologian Sigismund Dominaczek of Pisnitz published his Oratio de Sancto Iohanne Babtista in Prague.
1324 Four reference books about early metalwork including; Ronald Michaelis 'Old Domestic Base Metal Candlesticks' and Rupert Gentle 'Domestic Metal work'.
1325 A large 17th Century Bellarmine stoneware ewer with mask to neck, 18 1/2'' tall.
1326 Follower of Jean Penicaud I, an antique Limoges painted enamel of the scourging of Christ, originally a wing from a triptych, possibly 16th century; condition wear and loss due to blistering of the enamel.
1327 A monumental early-mid 18th century carved and gilded torchere, probably north Italian; richly decorated but to one side only, intended for positioning behind the altar or at a corner in the church.
1328 An ancient Byzantine devotional pendant cross, cast with a Romanesque pattern and three further Byzantine pendant crosses.
1329 An aesthetic style ebonised framed Tray circa 1900, set with a pair of very nicely embroidered Chinese civil rank badges protected behind glass, worked with metal wire and colourfully depicting Prunus, Peony blooms, exotic birds and bats.  28'' overall including handles x 14'' approx.
1330 A large Burmese Kalga tapestry elaborately worked with metal threads and sequins with a pattern depicting a Royal procession with elephants, possibly early to mid 20th Century, 50'' wide x 35''
1331 A 20th Century Burmese black hsun ok offering Box, 30'' tall plus another in red, 8'' tall, damaged.

1332 A vintage Indian deity figure rag doll and a basket weave stick stand.
1333 A quantity of vintage jigsaws including wooden and plywood, 'Victory' jigsaws of traction engine, hunting scene, 'Ponda' puzzles etc.
1334 A quantity of wooden vintage jigsaws including mostly 'Victory' including animals, circus, some 'Waddington' etc.
1335 A quantity of vintage jigsaws including 'Victory' and 'Waddington' map puzzles, etc.
1336 A quantity of vintage jigsaws consisting of mostly 'Victory' including animals etc and a Captain Scarlett jigsaw puzzle
1337 A quantity of vintage jigsaws including circus by Waddington, Enid Blyton, 'Noddy' puzzle, 'Victory puzzles etc
1338 A quantity of Vintage jigsaws including 'Victory' and Royal commemorative etc
1339 A Marine Band Harmonica, no. 364 made by M. Hohner Germany.
1340 A quantity of coins including 6 x Edward VII old pennies dated 1903-1910, 19 x George V old pennies dated 1911-1948, 5 x Queen Victoria pennies dated 1896-1901, 7 x Queen Elizabeth pennies dated 1961-1967, a 3d piece dated 1960, a 2 shilling piece 1964, a shilling piece dated 1948 and a sixpence dated 1944 etc.
1341 A GAF Talking View Master stereo viewer (box), eight GAF Talking View Master reels, twenty-one Talking View Master pictures;  subjects including Cinderella, Wild animals of the World, Astronomy Exploring the Universe, etc.
1342 A GAF View Master projector, GAF View Master, quantity of View Master reels mostly of places;  Italy, Sweden, Flowers of Hawaii, etc.
1343 A quantity of wooden items including a bread board, knife block, cigarette boxes, etc.
1344 A 1970's/ 1980's framed Ford advert, 18 x 18 1/2".
1345 A Yashica Electro 35mm Camera with Yashica lens.
1346 Five Hereford United FC match programmes ( 2x division three 1973-1974 and 1x FA cup 1971) together with 1970's ordnance survey maps of Peterchurch, Dorstone etc.
1347 Six military A2 prints including, 'Let Us Go Forward Forever', 'Back Them Up' - Airforce, reproduced for the Telegraph.
1348 A quantity of military photographs, maps and aerial photos dated between 1940-1945 including a photo of officers training school MHOW 'F' Company, January 1942, and with Emeliod Co. Arlington USA map case a/f. 
1349 Three books: Coventry Cathedral 'Out of The Ashes' by Basil Spence and Hank Snoek, London Furniture Makers by Sir Ambrose Heal and Peter Arno's Circus.
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1350 A mixed lot including a carved wooden cat, vintage 'Alice in Wonderland' paint box, small baskets etc.
1351 A quantity of alcohol including Woodpecker cider, Bulmers original strong cider, Bulmers special reserve etc., some open (2 boxes).
1352 A Watson Barnet 'Service' microscope, in a wooden box with keys.
1353 A box of 'August Sauter' balance weights, complete.
1354 A Victorian 'Birds Eye' maple table top small cabinet 23 x 19 x 15 cm.
1355 Two 19th Century coloured Engravings of Monmouth Town, Tintern Abbey and an 18th Century map of Monmouthshire.
1356 A small wooden trunk, 61 x 33 x 28.5 cm.
1357 An early 20th Century leather suitcase, with key.
1358 A Sorrento ware musical work table.
1359 A reproduction Roman SPQR shield with bird and wreath design, 36" x 19 1/2".
1360 A Premier Lamp and Engineering Co. Ltd. Leeds, hand lamp with owl logo, reg. no. 686127.
1361 A heavy green metal six branch electrolier, (one light fitting missing)
1362 A small child's rocking horse with leather saddle and tail a/f.
1363 A German wall-clock by Friedrich Mauthe, Schwenningen having a Mahogany finished case, the three-train spring-driven movement striking on a six-bar gong the metal face having Arabic numerals, the pendulum being visible through a four bevelled pane window to the clock front.  30 1/2" high, 13 1/4" wide and 7 1/4" deep.
1364 A pair of deer antlers on wooden plaque.
1365 A wooden wall clock with Roman numerals, no pendulum or key. **
1366 A hand sewing machine reg. no. EA10741, with wooden case and key.
1367 A Kingsley GPO cream Telephone.
1368 A Victor Luggage travel trunk having interior shelf, "D.M. Martensz" to lid, 35 1/2" x 21" x 13 1/2".
1369 A large metal military trunk with "58 Ward-Jackson, The Worcester Regiment, RMMSI", 36" x 21" x 13" deep.
1370 A large wooden travel trunk "S. Herbert" with metal fittings and an interior shelf, front bowed, 39 1/2" x 20" x 21 1/2".
1371 A full length fur coat with brown silk lining, a black faux fur scarf, and a light brown fur cape, size L (approx).
1372 A gent's three quarter length brown Grendale tweed effect, size M/L (approx.)
1373 A Jim Stirling equestrian and leather ware brown coat, size 44.
1374 An Edwardian three tier cake stand.

1375 A brass and onyx standard lamp with pink fringed shade.
1376 A quantity of old papers including Daily Express 1952, Express and Star 1981 'Charles & Diana Wedding', 'The Illustrated London News' etc.
1377 A beautiful Ian Armstrong Rocking Horse in mixed woods.  49'' long x 44'' high overall
1378 A small quantity of horse items, pair of spurs, an old safety stirrup and cartridge belt.
1379 A turned wooden string box.
1380 A wooden thermometer in carved frame, 15 3/4" x 6 3/4".
1381 A 'Horne Brothers' luxury wool and cashmere, navy Italian overcoat. To fit chest size 44"/46".
1382 A ladies full length 'Suedecraft' sheepskin Coat with belt, size 10/12 approx.
1383 A sandy Leather Carrying Case with initials J.N,  fabric lined, 24'' wide x 16'' deep x 7 1/2'' high.
1384 A Vivitar 75-300mm f/5.6 close focusing, manual focus Zoom Lens in Nikon Ai-S fitting No. 77213295 with back cap and lens cap and together with various filters and a lens case.
1385 A Nikon PC-Nikkor 35mm f/2.8 Perspective Control Shift Lens No. 184861 with back cap and skylight filter.
1386 A quantity of local Ordnance Survey maps - mainly 1904, some 1920 including Ewyas Harold, Dulas, Kenderchurch, Newton, St. Margarets, Garway, etc. (some a/f)
1387 An alabaster winged cherub in gilt frame (crack through the middle) 12" x 13 3/4".
1388 A wooden box with a collection of brass apothecary weights, some missing, 16 1/2" x 5 1/2" x 6".
1389 A tray of miscellanea to include a framed tapestry picture, hand painted tile, empty boxes, two tins of Airgun pellets, 4.5 mm, two fishing reels etc.
1390 A large pair of white/cream voile Curtains to fit 14' pole.   
1391 A heavy brass standard lamp with four bulb fittings, standing on three claw style feet and with three cherub faces below the light fittings. (One cherub loose). 
1392 A 1970's Cadbury's 'Airlines of The world' pull-out brochure together with aircraft postcards, Christie's aircraft catalogue and four Observer Aircraft Books 1955/58/62 and 80.
1393 A box of maps (various including OS, vintage, Europe etc.) and Guide books.
1394 A hardbound Book - 'St. Peter in Rome', 1975
1395 Three bottles of Whisky - Bell's, Famous Grouse and Glen Dhu, 70 cl.
1396 A Carthorse bridle and leading reign.
1397 A rectangular tea tray with shaped sides, 15'' x 24''
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1398 A yellow Tonka toy tractor with digger buckets and a Meccano red trailer.
1399 A DC Kilowatt Module Input Voltage 5-25 (650 MA) output voltage 2500 v ( 3 MA max), 8 7/8'' x 7 3/4'' x 9 1/2'' high
1400 An Advance Electronics Ltd L.F. Signal Generator type H Model 1/B Input 105-125, 210 - 250 v., 40 -100 cycles.  Serial no. 599, 11'' x 9 1/2'' x 7 1/4'' high
1401 A large and heavy Coil/Transformer, for display purposes only.  Input 220 v output unknown. 10 3/4'' wide x 7 3/4'' deep x 12'' high.
1402 A Radford Electronics Ltd. L.T. Power Supply, type N59R 0-25 volt, 8 amp AC/DC outputs, input adjustable from 110 to 250 volts, 12 1/4'' wide x 8 1/8'' deep x 6'' high.
1403 A Dynatron Stereophonic Amplifier, model no. LF 20 serial no. 5029, 13 1/2'' x 10'' x 8 5/8'' high.
1404 A Dynatron Stereophonic Amplifier, model no. LF 20 serial no. 5170, 13 1/2'' x 10'' x 8 5/8'' high.
1405 An electrical device with transformer and capacitors and multi-pin plug lead and a pair of headphones, 8 1/2'' x 6 1/4'' x 5 1/2'' high
1406 A Linear Amplifier with two volume controls and treble and bass controls, 9 1/2'' x 8 1/4'' x 6 3/4'' high.
1407 An old Wireless set with eight press button selection, treble, bass, volume, balance, aerial and turning dials, (no outer casing present), 15 1/4'' x 11'' x 7 3/4'' high
1408 A Dictograph Telephone System two piece telephone with upstairs/E.L. Jones/Ring switches to the base unit, 9'' x 7 1/2'' x 9 1/2'' high.
1409 An old darkwood Crystal radio case/box, a Mahogany Revophone case, 10 5/8'' x 7 3/8'' x 7 1/2'' high and an old wall-mounting wooden Cabinet with a brass and china switch to the top, 18 1/2'' high x 11 1/8'' wide x 5 1/4'' deep.
1410 A Mahogany microscope Case with brass carrying handle and key, 8 3/8'' wide x 8 5/16'' deep x 12 1/4'' high.
1411 An old Mahogany Crystal set case, a Heathkit Schlumberger model 1 N - 177, 227/16/250 and a tuning Coil with aerial/earth/telephones connections and dial tuning knob.  (No crystal present)
1412 A C.F. Palmer (London) Ltd. well made from brass and steel Device with sliding scale indicating from 0 -15 and having a crankshaft mechanism and knurled adjustment knob, 10 1/4'' x 7 7/8'' x 5 1/2'' high.
1413 A C.F. Palmer (London) Ltd. well made from brass and steel Device with sliding scale indicating from 0 -15 and having a crankshaft mechanism and knurled adjustment knob, 10 1/4'' x 7 7/8'' x 5 1/2'' high.
1414 A Phillips PM3240 Oscilloscope, 12 1/2'' wide x 

18 1/2'' deep x 6 1/4'' high with swing handle support (condition unknown).
1415 A Phillips Type LDH 2130/10 220/240 v. Cathode Ray Screen, 8 5/8'' wide x 10 1/4'' x 9 5/8'' high.  Appears to light up normally and a Sony Electronic Viewfinder AVF-32- CE, 13 5/8'' x 4'' x 4 1/4'' high.
1416 A Heathkit RF Signal Generator, 9 3/4'' x 5 3/4'' x 8'' high.
1417 A 240 volt Base Station 40 Channel C.B. Radio Murphy CBH1500, CB 27/82 with lead and microphone, 10 1/4'' x 10 1/4'' x 5 1/2'' high.
1418 An old darkwood Wireless Cabinet, the double doors opening to reveal an automaton style figure behind glass, 11 3/4'' x 8 1/2'' x 16 5/8'' high.
1419 An old darkwood Wireless Cabinet with double doors 10 3/4" x 8 1/2" x 16 3/4" high.
1420 A Hickory gun cleaning extension rod having threaded brass fittings, 54 1/2'' long, a distressed and incomplete wooden model of a ship on a rippled base resembling water and having recesses to the corners, probably once having supported a glass case, 24 1/2'' x 9 1/2'' and a turned and fluted Doric Column, probably Oak, 30'' high overall.
1421 A treen stonemason's Mallet possibly fashioned from an old parrell bead, 8 1/4'' long overall.
1422 A very heavy solid block of brass or phosphorus bronze, 3.57 kg approx., 3 3/4'' x 3 1/8'' x 27 1/16''.
1423 Two DC Voltmeters, one bakelite 4 9/16'' diameter with 0 - 5 v. and 0 - 50 v. scales and one metal pocket size 0 -12 and 0 - 120 volts.
1424 A small quantity of old mainly wooden camera components including photographic plate, 6 1/2'' x 4 7/8'' approx., a wooden and brass focal plane shutter by Thornton-Pickard, etc.
1425 A large and heavy wooden encased Coil with some beeswax insulation still present, 28 3/8'' x 11'' x 13'' high for display/scrap purposes only.
1426 A quantity of used Brass cartridge cases, 5.6 kg approx.
1427 A quantity of used Brass cartridge cases, 5.6 kg approx.
1428 A quantity of used Brass cartridge cases, some on chains/clips.
1429 A canvas cased Contamination Meter/Indicating Unit 5CG0034 with readout in Milli-Routgens/hour and complete with probe unit and connecting cable, 10'' x 4 3/4'' x 10 1/4'' approx.  Marked with broad arrow and dated 1954.
1430 An early Michelin Cord, Stoke-on-Trent, England motor car Tyre 815 x 105 with a good amount of tread remaining and another early motor car Tyre ''Stepney Cord" size 880 x 120, with much tread remaining.
1431 A minute pair of binoculars made from bone and metal with viewers depicting early scenes in 
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Abergavenny & Brecon, 13/16'' x 3/4'' and a bone Whistle with a viewer with scenes ''Memory of Brecon'' including County Hall, Castle Ruins, The Bulwark, View from Newtown Pool Walk, Honddu Mill.  ''Memory of Abergavenny'' including Abergavenny from Llanfoist fields, Raglan Castle south front, Blorenge Mountain.  1 3/4'' long.
1432 A finely carved oval chinoserie Ivory free-standing portrait Miniature frame for an oval picture 2 1/4'' x 1 3/4'', depicting a mirrored pair of trailing fan toed dragons and profuse scroll work, 3 13/16'' x 3 5/16'' overall.
1433 A very finely carved hardwood Netsuke depicting a four toed dragon entwined within a clasped hand, a signature is engraved to an inset mother of pearl plaque to the base, 1 7/8'' long x 1 3/16'' wide.
1434 An amber type Netsuke depicting a placid swan, 1 13/16'' long x 1 3/16'' high approx. engraved signature to base and a green stone based Netsuke depicting a pair of entwined four toed dragons, signature to base, 1 11/16'' x 1 5/16'' x 1'' high.
1435 A nicely detailed Netsuke depicting a seated Buddha having a fan in his left hand and leaning his head on his right hand, signature to base, 1 11/16'' high x 1 11/16'' wide and an amber type Netsuke depicting a seated cat looking askance, signature to base, 1 7/16'' x 1 1/16'' x 1'' high
1436 Two contemporary resin type miniature oriental type figures of a cat licking its hind quarter, 1 1/2'' x 1 3/18'' high and a reclining horse, 1'' high x 1 11/16'' long.
1437 Three boxwood cased part sets of laboratory scales weights up to 100 gms and a similar grey composition cased part set of weights.
1438 A lever balance Scales to weigh on two scales 0-250 gms and 0-1000 gms and having levelling screw to the base.
1439 A Signalling Equipment Ltd., Potters Bar, Middlesex Morse Key with Mahogany base and two other press-keys by Phillip Harris Ltd., one on a wooden base, the other Bakelite.
1440 An interesting brass and iron chemists measuring device having a glass funnel reservoir and indicator needle with a graduated support marked 5, 10, 15 and a lever weighing mechanism having hanging weights and various ** including 1/20 and 1/10 of a pound and two spare hanging weight holders 14 1/8" high x 9 3/4" wide.
1441 A Mamod model living steam stationary Engine having a single oscillating cylinder, the flywheel 2 3/16" diameter approx. the engine 8 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 5 5/8" high.  Filler & burner absent, sold together with a Meccano type double buffing wheel, two dismantled Meccano type electric drive motors and a Mamod partially dismantled reciprocating saw.
1442 A distressed Geological Survey Map of mainly Staffordshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, 

Leicestershire and Rutland (sheet 11).
1443 A miniature metal model of lattice type tower, possibly a demonstration model for a windmill, 14" high x 5" square at the base approx. and cast iron model of a lamppost, 10 3/4" high approx. finished in GWR-like brown and cream colours.
1445 A horizontal cylinder Hot Air/Sterling cycle stationary Engine, the six spoke fly wheel 3 3/4'' diameter approx., 8 1/4'' long, 4 3/4'' wide approx.  Tries to run but inadequate heat source available.
1446 A model of a vertical cylinder Hot Air/Sterling cycle stationary Engine on aluminium plate supports, 7'' high, the brass fly wheel 1 1/2'' diameter approx. and in working condition.
1447 A heavy and interesting ''Bradma'' Printing machine having a knurled rotary dish/letter selector, 14 1/8'' high x 14'' wide approx. x 10'' deep approx.
1448 A Gentleman's light brown single breasted Summer Suit in herringbone pattern fabric, tailor made by John Lester, 96-97 Jermyn Steet, London, SWI, the double vent jacket approx. 42'' chest size, length at arms 17'' from armpit to cuff approx., the trousers with turnups, 40'' waist and 28 1/2'' inside leg approx. but with scope for lengthening.
1451 A quantity of Royal Albert 'Memory Lane' including six cups, six saucers, six tea plates, plus Wedgwood 'Hathaway Rose' saucers and tea plates.
1452 Three Royal Worcester cups and saucers with painted floral decoration, some crazing.
1453 Two Beswick figures, an owl 4 3/4" tall and an owlet 3 1/2" tall (small chip to wing).
1454 A Royal Worcester figure 'Pick of the Litter', 6 1/4" tall.
1455 A Crown Ducal dressing table set, cream ground (tray repaired).
1456 Two Lladro geese and a Nao figure of three ducks.
1457 An Art Deco 1920/30's Eva Zeisel Gobelin Schramberg pottery Vase, 9" tall.
1458 A Border Fine Arts Barn Owl and three Country Artists owls including Long Eared, Tawny and Barn Owl
1459 A quantity of Owl ornaments including Leonardo, Juliana, Boughton etc
1460 A small quantity of china including Aynsley, Hornsea (crazed) and Sadler pot.
1461 Two part teasets including Duchess 'September Morn' pattern cups and saucers, and an Ashley part tea set with, six each of cups, saucers, and tea plates, and a similar milk jug with crack to handle.
1462 Three boxed Bunnykins:  Judge Bunnykins, Doctor Bunnykins and Mother Bunnykins.
1463 A Queen Anne Poppy coffee set and a matching 
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Colclough Poppy Teaset.
1464 A boxed Lilliput musical house of Clovelly.
1465 A quantity of commemorative china including mugs, trinket tray etc.
1466 A quantity of china including Paragon 'Fiona', Denby mugs and a green Denby coffee pot.
1467 A quantity of assorted cups and saucers including a part Stanhope Salisbury coffee set, an April cup/saucer, a Duchess Poppy cup and saucer, Clarice Cliff jug, etc.
1468 A quantity of small china ornaments including a Beswick fox, bird (beak a/f.) and three wall ducks.
1469 A quantity of vases including a pair of Crown Ducal vases decorated with a bird, 9" tall and a heavy tall C & Co vase, 12" tall. 
1470 A Ridgeway Ironstone part dinner service in Contessa pattern, including a meat plate (marked), five dinner plates, seven sweet plates, side plates, saucers, coffee pot (chipped).
1471 A quantity of wall plates including Royal Doulton, Wedgwood and a large plate in celebration of country crafts.
1472 A quantity of pottery including vases, jugs, two TG Green pots (no lids), Hillstonia pot, Royal Barum vase etc.
1473 Three graduated Wedgwood meat platters, the largest having a draining well.
1474 A quantity of china including Copeland Spode plates, three hors d'oeuvre dishes, three large miscellaneous meat plates etc.
1475 A Hummel table lamp of Little boy holding a daisy sat by a stile, approx. 15" tall with shade.
1476 A flock of Beswick sheep, including five lambs, a large lamb and a ewe.
1477 A quantity of china including, a Carltonware leaf dish, a Royal Winton dish, Royal Worcester Jasperware and three small Delft ware items.
1478 A Royal Worcester figure 'Tootles' 5" tall.
1479 A quantity of miscellaneous china including Wedgwood trinket pot, Aynsley cottage garden, Coalport trinket dishes, vases, bells etc.
1480 A quantity of miscellaneous china including jam pot and spoon, children's bookends, a small cheese dish, a Wedgwood jug, boxed Royal Worcester trinket dishes, etc.
1481 A quantity of teapots and miscellaneous china including, black Chatsworth teapots, a cottage teapot, an Imari style teapot, a Shelley candlestick (chip to rim) and a Royal Doulton teapot.
1482 A box of miscellaneous china including a Bristol jug, a swing metal top jug, Kelbobro ware Neptune Toby Jug, a Staffordshire vase, a small pansy trinket pot and lid, a small curling stone, and two small china photo frames etc.
1483 Two contemporary Dutch made Tea for One sets, 

both boxed.
1484 A Doulton Lambeth cauldron shaped Vase with three handles and three feet, with profuse gold decoration and with mark to the interior, approx. 5 1/2" diameter x 4 3/4" tall.
1485 A quantity of china including blue and white tureen, Green Man mug, blue and white floral jugs, part teasets etc.
1486 A pair of lidded tureens,  (the finials having been re-attached with screws) and with damage to one base and a continental pot (lid absent).
1487 A quantity of china including lidded serving dishes, Burleighware jugs, Lord Nelson dessert bowls and green Dartmouth vase.
1488 A small quantity of pottery including large green jug, blue Burleigh jug, red flame bowl, Torquayware candlestick etc.
1489 A quantity of Poole Pottery coffee ware in Forest Green including cups, saucers, sugar bowl and coffee pot.
1490 A quantity of part teasets in pink rose patterns including Paragon, Roslyn, Duchess etc.
1491 A Beswick Palomino horse and a foal
1492 A quantity of animal and bird ornaments including Beswick flying Mallard, Poole mice,USSR rabbits and badger, giraffe, lion cub etc
1493 A quantity of stoneware including jug with embossed ducks and twisted rope handle, tankards with pig and goats detail, blue jug etc.
1494 A vintage Thames part tea service in blue and amber panel border decoration with garlands and swags of flowers, side plates, saucers, cups, slop bowl , bread and butter plate etc, some a/f.
1495 A small quantity of oriental style china including Coalport green and white plates with dragon design, ginger jars, cloisonne bells etc.
1496 A Majolica platter with Sweetcorn and basket weave detail, a/f., 13 1/2" x 11 1/2".
1497 A quantity of S. Hancock & Sons Coronaware dinner service in 'Laurel' design including sauce boats, serving dishes, graduated meat plates, dinner and tea plates etc, some chips.
1498 A Royal Doulton 'Cascade ' part dinner service including sauce boats and stands, meat, dinner and tea plates, lidded serving dishes etc, some chips.
1499 A quantity of black and black lustre pottery items including Prinknash, Truro etc.
1500 A Jersey Pottery table lamp in brown and cream with pink flowers, 18'' tall.
1501 A large salt glaze Bread Crock, (large chip to the rim and crack), 12 1/2'' tall x 13'' maximum.
1502 A Royal Worcester Evesham dinner service including a large meat plate, four oval dishes, lidded oval dish, sauce boat, eight each of ramekins, large plates, soup bowls and eleven 
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salad plates, etc.
1503 A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham including, Two flan dishes, large fruit bowl, milk jug, sugar bowl, tea pot (crack to handle) coffee pot (no lid), nine cups, eleven each of saucers, side plates, etc.
1504 A quantity of china to include a Royal Doulton jug, Trenton footed dish with Imari style pattern, three hand painted Japanese Imari plates, Satsuma porcelain plate, etc.
1505 A white pottery soup Tureen with ladles and stand.
1506 A Poutney Bristol 'Cranleigh' dinner service: eleven dinner plates, six each side and dessert plates, meat platter, lidded serving dishes and gravy boat.
1507 A quantity of egg cups including Adams, Royal Worcester, Coalport etc.
1508 A quantity of china including Poole cup and saucer, 'Samurai' Japanese coffee set a/f., fishing float, Woods & Sons novelty cat teapot etc.
1509 Two cheese Domes, one beige, 8" tall and the other blue, 7 1/2" tall (crack to handle).
1510 A Royal Worcester 'Gourmet oven' casserole dish.
1511 A Royal Worcester 'Gourmet oven' two handled pot, (missing lid)
1512 A Royal Crown Derby Teaset 'Derby Posies' twenty one piece including plates, cups, jug, etc, together with an unused matching Teapot and a cake plate.
1513 Six Royal Crown Derby 'Derby Posies' plates, 8 1/4" diameter.
1514 Four Royal Doulton figurines including 'A lady from Williamsburg', 'The bedtime story', 'Affectica' and 'Marie'.
1515 A part Wedgwood Tea Service in fluted white with gold handles and the entwined initials of G.W.L, one cup with crack and no lid to the teapot.
1516 A Dessert Service of twelve dessert plates and footed comport with square base, all decorated to the bowls with hand painted flowers and a wide green border with scrolling gold detail to the shaped rims, (some with cracks and chips), design no. 4986 to the bases.
1517 A quantity of part teasets including yellow and black Chelson, Cicero, Tuscan etc, some a/f.
1518 An old Paragon part Teaset in green and white with baskets of flowers decoration, some a/f.
1519 A pretty Coalport part tea service in quatrefoil shape with black and white border on a white ground.
1520 An attractive blue and white Jug with castle, bridge and arch pattern, inscribed 'British Cobalt Blue' to base. 7 1/2" tall (chip to base).
1521 A delicate old Royal Worcester coffee service including nine cans, eight saucers, cream jug, and sugar bowl decorated in blue lattice with floral detail on white ground (jug small chip to rim, two 

saucers a/f).
1522 A small quantity of Adams 'Calyx Ware' to include; soup tureen (no lid), serving dishes, gravy boat and one plate.
1523 A small quantity of soup plates to include; Davenport, M & Co 'Antique', etc.
1524 A large Studio pottery fish design bowl by 'Debbie Bell, London 1993'. Repaired. 13" diameter x 5 1/2" tall.
1525 Five old jelly moulds.
1526 A quantity of Portuguese Cabbage plates, including large serving plate (chip to edge), three small and an hors d'oeuvres platter.
1527 A very pretty white/gold Teaset and eight coffee cans, ten tea cups, and eight saucers.
1528 A quantity of bowls to include Wedgwood, Mandaine, two oriental bowls, early white Wedgwood dish, Henriot Quimper handled dish and two urns.
1529 A quantity of china to include blue/white teapot, Royal Worcester brown/black Teaset for two, blue/white bowl, jugs etc.
1530 A pair of religious figures of man (hand has come off but piece present) and woman with fine gilding to the clothes, 8 1/2" tall.
1531 A box of china to include an oval Royal Worcester Evesham lidded vegetable tureen, large green Minton cup, oriental lidded mug, souffle dish, square Evesham dish etc.
1532 A Richard Ginori ice bucket having cartouche of Italian landscape, with gold leaf decoration and bud finial and internal bowl, 7" tall overall.
1533 A large Studio pottery vase, Greek oil dispenser bottle, Ewenny bowl, etc.
1534 A large green fluted bowl, French black bowl and two Wedgwood sunflower plates etc.
1535 A Newark pottery chicken brick.
1536 A Royal Worcester 'Beaufort', 12 setting dinner service including large plates, side plates, soup bowls, sauce boat and saucer.
1537 A quantity of Royal Doulton 'Countess' dinnerware in cream and green including two serving plates, sauce tureen, seven dinner plates, vegetable tureen (missing lid), etc.
1538 A pair of Japanese Satsuma trumpet vases decorated with '1000 faces' pattern depicting oriental male figures and oriental dragons to inside of rim, 9 1/2" tall. 
1539 A Wedgwood reticulated Creamware Pot Pourri basket with open latticework to lid and rose finial, rope effect handles, the base with embossed wheat ears and foliage details, 8'' high including finial. Stamped Wedgwood.
1540 A Salad service of five plates and an oval serving Platter, all decorated with spring vegetables, bugs, snail etc, most a/f, the large platter marked 'L.M & 
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Cie'.
1541 A set of continental white ground Plates with grape pattern Plates including a large oval serving plate and a large bowl, (bowl and 3 plates damaged)
1542 Five old Asparagus plates, some marked 'Made in France', 9 1/2'' diameter, (one chipped)
1543 A set of ten Staffordshire Plates, white ground decorated with blooms, birds, pagoda and figures, impressed mark of "crown above G" 10'' diameter, plus one damaged
1544 A large oval Wedgwood Game Tureen, the base decorated with raised designs of grapes, vines and game birds, the lid (staple repaired) decorated with rabbit handle, internal white porcelain liner, 12'' wide overall
1545 A George Jones Majolica Strawberry basket in the form of a trug with pole handles and barrel shape cream and sugar pots, surmounted by a pair of blue tits, (slight damage to tip of one blue tit wing, chip to front corner of base), 15" long x 8" tall. 
1546 A pair of Italian blue and white urn/Vases with frieze decoration and scroll handles, 8'' tall, (staple repairs to bases, some chips, crazing and hairline cracks).
1547 A large Faience Charger with a bird on a nest to central panel and brown stipple design to the rim with concentric circles. 17" diameter. (some hairline cracks and crazing)
1548 An 18th c. Delft Faience polychrome Charger decorated with birds in flowering tree in blue, yellow and mauve shades, 13 1/2'' diameter, (some crazing, hairline crack and small repair). 13 1/2" diameter.
1549 An early Italian Maiolica Tazza in yellow and blue, the central panel depicting a putti walking across water, the border decorated with winged creatures and fountains. 10" diameter x 3" tall. (some crazing and chips to rim)
1550 An early Faience serving Dish with raised centre depicting a hare, surrounded by foliage decoration, 11 3/4" diameter
1551 A Maiolica ceramic pot bellied Vase with bold blue and yellow floral pattern, inscribed to base A 13/63, with Trollope & Sons paper label, 8 3/4'' high (some chips to base), 
1552 A set of three antique Italian Maiolica small beakers painted with cherubs and landscapes in the manner of Castelli, 3'' tall.
1553 A large antique Rouen Faience wine cooler/planter with mask handles painted in polychrome with a cornucopia and butterfly.
1554 A Sevres part service to include; six plates decorated with roses within a garland border. Some wear and chips. Various date letters 1768-1775, various painters marks including Mereaud and Noel. Provenance - Collector and socialite Della Howard, previously sold at Dawsons 

Auctioneers.
1555 An assembled Sevres hard paste 18th Century part dessert service to include; six dishes of various shapes decorated with cornflowers and with moulded detail. Crowned double L marks in blue. (one repaired)
1556 An antique model of a seated cow in Delft style, restoration to horns, 5'' tall
1557 Two Chinese blue & white covered jars, seal marks in blue to bases. 8 1/2'' tall, (one jar with repair to rim)
1558 A quantity of china to include; a Beam Whisky limited edition LVNH ceramic owl decanter (no crown), 9'' tall, Majolica butter dish, Wedgwood, etc.
1559 A scarce pair of Thai Bencharong Royal portrait jars inset with photographic images of King Chulalongkorn and Bhumibol, possibly second half of the 20th Century, 6'' tall.
1560 A Thai Sawakhalok dish painted with a fish in iron black, possibly 15th - 16th Century, 9 1/2'' diameter
1561 An impressive late Georgian Jackfield black Teapot and cover, elaborately moulded with Prince of Wales feathers surmount to the cover. 9'' tall, a few chips to the internal lip of the cover.[ handle has been repaired]
1562 An interesting early-mid Victorian small Teapot, transfer printed and painted with colourful pagodas against a turquoise ground with a pewter cover having a swan finial, 5 1/2'' tall.
1563 A Staffordshire figure of a seated greyhound with a hare at its feet, circa 1840, 6'' tall (ear repaired)
1564 An imposing Italian Maiolica Jardiniere decorated with masks and stylised flowers in the baroque taste in the style of Minghetti. 'AM' signature to the interior, 20th Century. 18'' tall x 21'' diameter
1565 A pair of decorative Savona tiles painted in blue with cherub scenes, stamped to rear 'Albissola Capo', 8 1/2'' square
1566 After Sandro Botticelli; a finely hand painted tile of 'Primavera' circa 1900, based on a detail from the painting in the Uffizi, labelled verso for Pietro Chiurato, Roma, 13'' x 6''
1567 A Derby porcelain soup tureen, circa 1815, painted with flowers and with gilded lion mask feet. Some restoration, 9 1/2'' tall x 14'' long
1568 Two French rustic Faience plates, early 19th Century, one hand painted with a vase of flowers, the other with a bouquet, 9 3/4'' diameter
1569 Rilhouet (Paris); a fine cabinet Plate, circa 1825, well painted with an exotic bird perched on a tree, 9'' diameter
1570 An unusual 19th Century Davenport Imari Teapot of 'kettle' form with overhead handle, 6 1/2'' tall.
1571 A pair of Helena Wolfsohn Dresden figures of children, circa 1890, each with 'AR' mark to base, 
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4 1/2'' tall.
1572 A 19th Century Vienna porcelain quatrefoil cup & saucer painted with birds, beehive marks in blue.
1573 An early 19th Century cup & saucer, possibly Rockingham, decorated with panels of flowers against a blue ground with gold detail in a Rockingham shape and with pattern number 1156 to base.
1574 A pair of Italian Maiolica wet Drug Jars, 17th c., named within a cartouche 'Diamoron' and 'S.D. Cort Citi' and blue foliage decorated background, 8 1/2'' and 8'' tall
1576 A Salopian cup, fluted form with gold and blue decoration, 2" tall, 3 1/2" diameter.  
1577 Three pieces of blue and white Delft, two dishes and one lidded box, (crack to box).
1578 Two pieces of Royal Doulton stoneware spill Vase and a candlestick.
1579 A Royal Worcester blush pill box decorated with roses, lid diameter 1 3/4" x 1" tall.
1580 A ceramic trinket box with cherub and flower design, 2 /3/4" diameter x 1 1/2" tall.
1581 A green ceramic hexagonal box with floral design, 1 1/4" tall.
1582 A blue oval ceramic box with gold and floral design, 2 3/4" diameter x 1 1/2" tall.
1583 A navy blue footed Moorcroft bowl with pink, blue and purple flowers, (crack to side), 5 1/2" diameter x 2 1/2" tall.
1584 A small blue and white ombre footed Moorcroft bowl with pink and yellow flower, 4 1/2" diameter x 2" tall.
1585 Three Ironstone jugs.
1586 A Royal Doulton jug (chipped & crack) with bee jam pot, pottery bowl etc.
1587 A Bourg-la-Reine lidded tureen with lemon finial.
1588 A large Beswick vase/planter, bird shape.
1589 A quantity of china including novelty lustre teapot of a horse and an Indian rider (leg missing) designed by Roger Michell, Sylvac planter, Derby dish, Limoges trinket pot, oriental bowl etc.
1590 A quantity of china including two Mason's 'Fruit Basket' dishes, a small quantity of Old Willow pattern style blue and white china  including lidded tureen a/f., meat plate etc. and two Royal Worcester egg coddlers.
1591 A footed Comport with two matching footed cake plates with painted floral centres and green gold relief rims, (one with hairline crack).
1592 A Royal Doulton Lambeth jug with white metal lid a/f, 6 1/2" tall.
1593 A "Lenox Great Castles of the World Neuschwanstein" model, on wooden plinth.
1594 A quantity of Studio pottery including mugs, goblets, vases etc., some chips and hairline 

cracks.
1595 A part Royal Worcester Teaset in cream and beige including a lidded sugar pot, milk jug, five saucers, four tea plates, four cups and a large plate.
1596 A quantity of mixed part tea/coffee sets including Spode 'Meadow Sweet' cups and saucers, Somerford coffee pot, cups and saucers etc.
1597 A Royal Worcester 'old woman' candle snuffer, 3 1/2"
1598 A quantity of china to include Coalport 'Hunting Scene' mustard pot, saucer and two trinket dishes, a Sylvac marmalade jar, 'The last draw' Copeland Spode biscuit barrel, a small 'The Welsh tea' party Fairing etc.
1599 A Charlotte Rhead wall plate, 12 1/2" diameter plus another wall plate depicting gent smoking his pipe, 12" diameter.
1600 A pair of Wedgwood Royal Silver Wedding, 1947-1972 busts of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh KG in black basalt no. 696/750 and a matching bust of HM Queen Elizabeth III.
1601 A Lladro figure of a seal and her two pups, 5 1/2" x 3".
1602 Miscellaneous china animals to include two Border Fine Arts figures one of rabbits and one of otters, a retriever dog, Dansk pig, Wade pipe rest with a Yorkie dog, Beswick Lochness Monster (no stopper) and a little Blue bird.
1603 A boxed Enid Blyton 'Noddy and his Car'.
1604 A white moulded Brownfield of Cobridge saltglaze jug with the Royal Arms, plus another jug and two tiles depicting Queen Victoria.
1605 A quantity of china including four modern Evesham china plates, three soup bowls and saucers by Royal Doulton, Cotillion pattern, a set of 'Phoenix' pattern by Portmeirion etc.
1606 A Royal Worcester cake plate decorated with blackberries and a boxed Royal Worcester, Davenham Platinum cake plate.
1607 A small quantity of china including a Portmeirion lidded pot, Royal Crown Derby mustard pot with spoon and salt and pepper pots (a trio), small Crown Derby tea strainer, a trinket dish and Coalport bell etc.
1608 Two Poole vases and two Poole three section serving trays and a Radford candlestick etc.
1609 A large Christine Gray Chester china cat with green china eyes, 13 1/2" tall.
1610 A quantity of Arione hand painted small novelty miniature character teapots including the traffic warden, fireman, butcher, nurse, etc. (8).
1611 A Royal Doulton 'Darling' by 'Charles Vyse', 5 1/4" high and a limited edition Manor figure of Fred Astaire & Ginger Rogers, a/f
1612 An Imari square shape plate with scalloped 
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edging, floral central motif, 12" square. 
1613 A small quantity of china and glass including boxed Aynsley clock, Sylvac style terrier, glass tray with chips, red and clear glass pickle jar.  
1614 A small quantity of china including, Royal Worcester coffee pot and stand, a Royal Albert commemorative plate, Queen Mother 100 years, and two Limoges plates together with a glass condiment set, one with chip to rim.
1615 A Franz Porcelain jam pot in Calla Lilly design and dish and spoon in the Ladybird design.
1616 Four Coalport figurines, three 'ladies of fashion' including Henrietta, Jean and Clare Marie, and a miniature Coalport figurine 'Meryl'.
1617 Five Royal Doulton figurines 'Fair Maiden', 'Rosalind', 'Buttercup', 'Fragrance and 'Deborah' various sizes.
1618 A Beswick figure of a Girl on a jumping horse, model no. 939, designed by Arthur Greddington, 10 1/2" wide x 10" high
1619 A Royal Crown Derby ''Melrose'' part Teaset comprising eight cups and saucers, cake plate, etc. some a/f
1620 A Royal Doulton figure of a lady in Auxiliary Territorial Service, no:0299, 9'' tall.
1621 A comprehensive Mintons Greek key dinner service including twelve sets of plates, two gravy jugs, two lidded sauce tureens with saucers, vegetable tureen, ladle (a/f.), graduated meat plates etc., (some chips to rims and wear to gilt)
1622 A quantity of china including Fenton breakfast ware in Greek Key pattern, Losolware 'Ormonde' pattern jug and Losolware 'Chandos' including bowls, teapot and stand, etc.
1623 A quantity of Royal Albert 'Old Country Roses' including, two cups and saucers, two mugs and saucers, 2 side plates and two sweet plates, and a pot pourri duck.
1624 A Royal Doulton figure of 'Blue Beard' 10" tall.
1625 A quantity of blue and white china including Spode and Wood consisting of teapot, bowls, scalloped dish, plates, etc.
1626 A quantity of china to include a Paragon 'Contessa' part coffee set including six cups,saucers, a milk jug and sugar bowl, a Crown Trent part tea set including 16 cups, 11 saucers, 12 plates, bread and butter plate, milk jug and sugar bowl, and a Portland Pottery Cobridge part dinner service in green and cream, including meat plates, plates and a tureen, etc.
1627 A Border Fine Arts Highland Bull, horn a/f, approx. 7" tall (inc. base) x 7 1/2" wide.
1628 A Royal Worcester footed, two handled cup with jeweled decoration on a gilt ground, dated 1919, 3" tall.
1629 A selection of English porcelain items, including Hammersley, Royal Winton, Wedgwood, etc.

1630 A selection of 19th Century Chinese and Japanese items, including a bottle with incised mark to base, Imari dishes and vase, Chinese Famille Rose cup holders, tea bowls etc, on a Japanese tray.
1631 A quantity of china including a Sylvac beetroot and apple lidded jars, Wedgwood cups and saucers, Delft blue tankard, glass bowl etc.
1632 A Royal Grafton display plate ''Tyke'' from the Man's Best Friend collection.
1633 Seven Emma Bridgewater dinner plates in the Classic Polka Dot pattern 10.5" diameter, all crazed, one with slight crack.
1634 A small quantity of china including 'Alpha Omega' Staffordshire jug and wash bowl, Falcon ware 'The Wishing Well' posy vase, small Russian figure etc.
1635 A USSR vodka bottle jug in the form of a lion, in gold and red, 7" x 6" tall..
1636 A quantity of china including Old Willow plates, Royal Worcester Evesham tureen (no lid), Coalport plate, Jasperware Wedgwood trinket dishes etc.
1637 A Carlton Ware part tea and coffee service with embossed brown and floral pattern:coffee and teapots, mugs, cups, saucers, etc.
1638 A part Coalport Teaset in Cairo/Peacock pattern, c. 1960, including teapot, two tea plates, two cupsand saucers and a sugar bowl.
1639 A Wedgwood 'Downland' part Teaset including nine cups, 12 saucers, cake and tea plates, milk jug, slop bowl, sucrier etc.
1640 A Beswick gloss finish Shetland Pony, model no. 1033.
1641 A small quantity of china including Minton coffee can and saucer, miniature cup and saucer, miniature bell, Aynsley trinket dish etc.
1642 A Mz Altrohlau Czechoslovakian pink floral dressing set, two Victorian china bud vases etc., some a/f.
1643 A quantity of china to include five large Royal Venton soup bowls, various plates and two footed cake plates etc.
1651 Five Decanters including Royal Brierley, Jenkins 'Regal, square shaped etc.
1652 Five paperweights including Caithness 'Pixie' and 'Quattro', Edinburgh Crystal etc.
1653 Three Decanters: etched etc, a blue/green vase and two dishes.
1654 A Caithness paperweight, 40th wedding anniversary, boxed.
1655 A quantity of etched glasses including set of five and set of six sundae dishes and four etched brandy balloons.
1656 Two boxed paperweights including 1989 Hafod Grange with Dandelion and Selkirk Carnival Glass teardrop shape.
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1657 Three boxed Caithness paperweights including pebble, miniature posy and pastel rose.
1658 A boxed Doulton International cut crystal Vase with floral detail, 9'' tall
1659 Three large Caithness paperweights including Eternity, Marquee and Seaform, all boxed.
1660 A quantity of coloured glass to include carnival glass, two black floral embossed vases etc.
1661 A quantity of glass including mixed sherry glasses and small tot glasses.
1662 A pair of white Lustres, complete, with some rubbing to gilt
1663 A quantity of mixed glass including a fruit bowl, dishes, candlesticks, etc.
1664 A stemmed glass bowl decorated with flowers and leaves and a footed epns rimmed glass bowl.
1665 Five glass jugs including, lemonade and water.
1666 Six Trifle Bowls including cut glass.
1667 A pretty milk glass shade and a larger flame shaped shade.
1668 A quantity of glass including eight Webbs liqueur glasses, tumblers, carafe etc.
1669 A quantity of etched and cut glass including brandy balloons, Stuart Crystal dessert wine glasses (one with chip) etc.
1670 A quantity of cut glass including fruit dishes, decanter, rose bowl, sugar sifter etc.
1671 A small quantity of coloured glass including amber and gilt decanter with etched scene of a Stag, bud vase, Bristol Blue smoke bell etc.
1672 A small quantity of paperweights including large Squirrel, a/f, dog, pyramid plus two marble pyramid paperweights.
1673 A quantity of cut glass decanters and stoppers
1674 Six Waterford 'Lismore' champagne glasses, (one with slight damage to rim)
1675 Six Waterford 'Colleen' hock glasses.
1676 A quantity of glass including, an Edinburgh crystal brandy balloon, three engraved hock glasses with coloured stems, water jug, six sundae bowls and a fruit bowl (one chip to rim of a sundae bowl), etc
1677 A yard drinking glass etched 'James. A. Jobling & Co.1853-1958'.
1678 A small quantity of glass including Webb Corbett shape decanter, two Webb Corbett tumblers, Fleur-de-lis pattern liqueur glasses.
1679 A pair of glass Inkwells with white metal top, one with chips.
1680 A large quantity of wine glasses, eight having a blue tinge to them and signed Anno 1859 to base.
1681 A box of mixed glass including green stemmed glasses, very fine champagne flutes, three large goblets etc.
1682 A mixed quantity of glass including four 

brown/gold decanters, large bowl, two jugs, large decanter, tankards etc.
1683 A quantity of mixed glass including eight fruit plates, sherry/port glasses, square decanter (no stopper) and whisky balloons.
1684 Ten glass custard pots, various sizes.
1685 Mixed glassware to include three decanters, cut glass trifle bowl, pair of small bowls, jugs, glass oil lamp etc.
1686 A large cranberry cut glass vase, Uranium orange squeezer, coloured balloon vase, brown jug,  etc.
1687 Seven etched possibly champagne glasses, four sundae dishes and two large cream bowls.
1688 An early, possibly 18th century wine glass with air twist, 6 1/4" tall.
1689 An early, possibly 18th century wine glass with straight air twist stem and etched bowl, small chip to base, 6 1/4" tall.
1690 A pair of glass Brierley candlesticks, 5" tall.
1691 A square cut glass inkwell with Birmingham silver hallmarked lid and rim, maker marks possibly Henry Matthews.
1692 A quantity of glass including etched glasses, four sundae dishes, smoky brown vase, small paperweight etc.
1693 A quantity of glass including a cut glass biscuit barrel, liqueur glasses, milk jug, sugar bowl, two decanters etc.
1694 Two boxed Stuart Crystal glass stoppers.
1695 Two ships in bottles on wooden stands, both 13 1/2" long.
1696 Two bird paperweights and a blue bugle 
1697 A moulded cut glass claret jug with white metal top plus a footed fruit bowl.
1698 A tall hand blown green crackle glaze vase, 14" tall.
1699 A large crystal glass bowl, 8 1/2" x 7" tall.
1700 A large Brierley cut glass footed, turned rim vase, 11" tall.
1701 A pair of Lalique 'Gao' finger bowls, 4" diameter x 2" tall with an intertwining rope around eight stud pattern, engraved 'Lalique, France' to the base.
1702 A quantity of pressed glass including sundae dishes, vases, jugs etc.
1703 A pressed pink floral footed fruit bowl and five matching footed dishes.
1711 A contemporary Teak finished Sideboard with three central drawers flanked by opposing cupboard doors, 54 1/2'' long x 17'' deep x 29 1/2'' high.
1712 A low early 20th c. Mahogany/Walnut Chest of two long and two short Drawers with turned wooden knobs, 44 1/2'' wide x 21 1/4'' deep x 30 1/2'' high.
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1713 A 19th c. Oak Corner Cupboard having raised and fielded panels to the pair of doors, the upper panels with geometric cross inlaid details, 41 1/4'' wide x 45 3/4'' high.
1714 A contemporary Yew-wood finished china Display Cabinet with a pair of doors having cut glass 13 pane effect glazing (internally illuminated), 34 1/2'' wide x 12 5/8'' deep x 46'' high and standing on brief cabriole legs.
1715 A peg joyned Georgian Oak Box Commode, 18'' x 17 3/8'' x 17 3/4'' high.
1716 A circa 1920/30's Oak Sideboard standing on turned legs united by an 'H' stretcher and having an up-stand, a pair of central drawers flanked by opposing doored cupboards, one with a cellarette and having brass drop ring handles, 72 1/8'' wide x 23'' deep x 49'' high approx.
1717 A high quality Mahogany Roll-top Desk ''Derby Desk, Boston, Mass, USA'' most unusually having hinged fold-out wings to either side of the top and nicely fitted to the interior with pigeon holes and drawers, the base having a kneehole with a frieze drawer over and flanked by pedestals with four drawers to the left and three to the right, the lower being a deep filing drawer.  66'' wide x 36 1/2' deep, 45 1/2'' high approx.  Some distress and re-construction required.  No key present.
1718 An electrically operated rise and fall Armchair upholstered in pink/beige fabric.
1719 A pair of early 20th c. open armed lightwood strung Mahogany Elbow Chairs standing on cabriole legs and having inlaid oval to the central back splats and with lattice and stylised flower bloom maroon fabric drop-in seats.
1720 A curved and caned back Oak framed Study Elbow Chair of American design having brown leatherette seat, and swivel action to the four splay footed base.
1721 An Oak circular snap-top occasional Table standing on a turned wood pillar and three splay feet, 29 5/8'' diameter x 29 1/2'' high.
1722 A contemporary dark Mahogany Bureau, the slope front opening to reveal a nicely fitted interior with drawers, pigeon holes and a central cupboard, the base with three long and two short drawers and standing on bracket feet, 28 5/9'' wide x 16 1/2'' deep
1723 An Oak framed open-armed Elbow Chair on turned front legs and with an 'H' stretcher and brass studded Rexine seat and back-rest.
1724 A set of four early 20th c. dark-wood framed Dining Chairs having deep crimson Velvet type fabric upholstered over-stuffed seats, turned front legs and carved top rails.
1725 A 19th c. Oak full height Corner Cabinet on Cupboard, the upper portion having a fine pane glazed door revealing shaped shelving, the four panel door to the base with carved decoration and with brass ''H'' hinges, 80 1/2'' tall x 36 1/4'' wide 

approx.
1726 A circa 1900 Mahogany triple Wardrobe, the central mirrored door opening to reveal an interior with linen slides and two drawers and flanked to either side by opposing arched panel doors to the clothes hanging space, 78 1/2''
1727 A cross-banded topped Yew Wood double pedestal Dining Table, each pillar having three reeded splay feet with brass paw castors, 63 3/4'' long x 39 3/8'' wide x 29'' high.
1728 A Mahogany set of floor standing Bookshelves with four adjustable and two fixed shelves and a dentil upper frieze, 38'' wide x 12 1/4'' deep x 84 1/2'' high.
1729 A contemporary Priory Oak style double Wardrobe having opposing doors with linen cold and fruiting vine door revealing an interior with hanging rails and a hat shelf, 50'' wide x 74'' high x 20 1/4'' deep
1730 A Mahogany occasional Table **
1731 An early 20th c. flame Mahogany Chest on Chest of six short Drawers with turned knobs, appears to have been part of a larger unit, 44 3/4'' wide x 69'' high x 23'' deep.
1732 An attractive oval snap top Loo table having lightwood stringing and central oval inlaid detail to the top and supported on a four turned post pillar and four carved legs, 42" x 28 1/2" x 26 3/4" high.
1733 A circa 1900 circular Mahogany occasional table having a turned pillar and circular platform base with three splay feet, 17 1/2" diameter x 27 3/4" high.
1734 A William IV Mahogany and other woods side Chair having lobed front legs and caned seat, some distress.
1735 A 19th c. snap top occasional Table having a turned pillar and three splay feet, the top nicely carved with a central lute motif and the motto "Laetus Sorte Mea" and having a surround with depictions of tulip like flowers, a bird and butterflies in flight, the perimeter with carved words in poss. Greek letters, 34'' diameter x 26" high approx.
1736 A pair of dark brown faux leather Armchairs standing on darkwood tapering square legs.
1737 An Arts and Crafts profusely carved Mahogany Spinning Chair decorated with art nouveau style foliage and flowers and seed heads and standing on four turned legs, 42 1/2" high.
1738 A superb quality circa 1900 Mahogany Sideboard having nicely detailed cross-banding, light and darkwood stringing and with three frieze drawers, the central aperture flanked by opposing doors, the right hand pedestal having a cellarette drawer within, 89'' wide x 28'' deep.
1739 A circa 1900 Mahogany Davenport having lightwood stringing the leather lined slope lifting to reveal a maple wood interior with three drawers and two pigeon holes and having four drawers to 
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the right hand side, 20 3/4" wide x 21" deep x 31" high.
1740 A North Italian walnut 'monks' armchair, circa 1600, seat and back with original leather and brass studs.
1741 A very stylish Dining Suite by Pieff, Worcestershire comprising contemporary smoked plate-glass topped dining table having a chromium plated steel base, 59'' long x 29 1/8'' x 27 3/4'' high, together with an equally stylish set of four light and dark beige striped upholstered dining chairs standing on chromium plated steel legs.
1742 A heavy and most substantial Oak and other woods Dining Table of contemporary design on straight square legs, 70 3/4'' long x 35 1/2'' wide x 30 1/2'' high.
1743 A set of four "Basic Loom Furniture" darkwood framed Dining Chairs having carved backs and beige upholstered seats and standing on tapering square legs.
1744 A full height Oak Corner Cabinet on Cupboard, the upper portion with a pair of 13 pane doors (glass a/f), the base with a pair of two panelled doors and standing on brass feet, 38'' wide x 83'' high.
1745 A darkwood lounge unit, the base with three frieze drawers, the central one with a compartmented cutlery tray, four doored cupboarding below, the top with illuminated display shelving and a drinks cupboard flanked by bevelled glazed mirror backed display shelving (illuminated), 67'' wide x 77'' high x 18 1/2'' deep.
1746 A 1960's/70's dark Mahogany Sideboard having an upper double doored section with 21 pane doors, the base with opposing plain doors, 45 1/4" wide x 66 5/8" high x 15 1/4" deep.
1747 A stained Bookcase, 48'' wide x 71 1/2'' tall with double doors, the top portion being glazed.
2000 BOOKS ETCX
2001 A quantity of books to include, Simon Raven novels, A Report of the British Goodwill Trade Mission to Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Cyprus April-May 1946, etc.
2002 A quantity of Millers Antique Guides along with a box of books to include, Life on the Home Front, Geology Explained in the Forest of Dean and the Wye Valley, etc.
2003 A quantity of Gardening Made Easy part works, Success with House Plants, etc.
2004 A box of books to include, D.I.Y., Practical Moneymaking Crafts, Soft Furnishings, etc.
2005 Ten volumes of The New Harmsworth Self-Educator.
2006 A box of LP's to include, The Bee Gees, A-Ha, Wham, Go West, along with a quantity of 45's.
2007 A small quantity of classical LP's, Bach, Mozart, etc.
2008 A small quantity of books including, Jewellery, 

Bookbinding, The Grammar of Ornament, etc.
2009 A quantity of Railway books to include, Great Railway Photography, The Elegance of Edwardian Railways, London Midlands Signalling, etc.
2010 A quantity of Middleton Press Railway books including, Steaming Through Surrey, Travistock to Plymouth, Branch Line to Swanage, etc.
2011 A quantity of books to include, Rail Centres Doncaster, Rail Centres Crewe, Electrifying the East Coast Route, etc.
2012 Five books to include, two volumes of The Complete Conveyancer, County Council Times 1896, The London Museum by F.J. Harvey Darton and Mr Prune on Cotswold, etc.
2013 A box of books to include; Vol II and III of 'Thiers Historical Works', 'The Battle's of The British Army', 'Old Times Under Arms', etc.
2014 A box of books to include; 'Malta Diary of War', 'Spies and Saboteurs', 'The White Rabbit' by Bruce Marshall, etc.
2015 A quantity of books to include; 'Himalaya' by Michael Plain, three volumes of 'The World of Nature', Readers Digest books, etc.
2016 16 American novels mostly early 20th Century to include; Bill Grimes Progress, Soldiers of Fortune, etc.
2017 A box and crate of various records to include; 45's Russ Conway, The Avons, Herb Albert, 78's Shirley Bassey, Max Bygraves and LP's Roxy Music, The Beatles, Dionne Warwick, etc.
2018 A box of 78 RPM records to include; The Goons, Ella Fitzgerlad, Orchestral, etc.
2019 A quantity of books to include; an Atlas and 'The Country Book Club' books ('Old Farm Implements', 'Thirty Acres and a Cow', etc). 
2020 A box of books to include; 'Competitive Clay Pigeon Shooting', cook books, house plants, etc. 
2021 A quantity of Wisden Cricketers Almanacs.
2022 A box of books to include; Gerald Durrell Miss Read novels along with ABC LMS locomotives and locoshed books.
2023 Three box sets of Classical LP's, a box of 78's Spoken Russian Records.
2024 A quantity of books to include; 'Creative Engineers', 'Natural Detox', 'The Hungover Cook Book', etc.
2025 12 books to include; 'World Furniture', 'Lance Armstrong', 'The Art of Yoga', etc . 
2026 A crate of cook books to include; Nigella Lawson, Two Fat Ladies, Fish and Seawood, etc.
2027 A box of books to include; 'Cocktails and Drinks', 'Care-Free Plants', 'Cooking for Today', etc.
2028 19th Century American poetry books, mostly first editions, various authors including; Bret Hart, John Greanleaf Whitier, etc.
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2029 A box of books to include; 'The Librarian of Auschwitz', 'The Chronicle of Movies', 'Mrs Beeton's Cookery & Household Management', etc.
2030 A box of books to include; paperback novels, golf techniques, etc.
2031 11 books to include; 'Sotherby Sales Catalogues', 'English Paintings', etc.
2032 A quantity of books on The R.A.F to include; 'Harvest of Messershmitts', 'Flying Colours', 'History of The R.A.F', etc.
2033 A crate of books to include; 'The ABC of Flower Growing', 'The South Wales Squires', 'Reynard The Fox' by John Masefield, etc.
2034 A quantity of children's books to include; 'Matilda's Cat', 'The Trouble with Dragons', Dino-Baby', etc.
2035 A quantity of books to include; 'Gwent Federation of Young Farmers 1938-2008', 'The Movie Book', etc.
2036 12 volumes of Charles Dickens Library, Heron Books Novels, etc.
2037 A box of books including, England's Ashes, A History of The Masonic Province of South Wales, etc.
2038 A box of books to include, Medicines and Drugs, Catherine Cookson, etc.
2039 A box of books to include Ian Rankin, Tom Kratman, Jodylynn Nye, etc.
2051 A quantity of unframed Pears Prints to include 'The School Door', 'Alice in Wonderland', 'Captain of the Eleven', 'Pets', 'The Old Farm' and 'Family Worship' etc.
2052 A small quantity of unframed Arthur. J. Elsley Prints to include, 'Baby's Birthday', 'Divided Affection', 'The Little Doctor' etc.
2053 A quantity of unframed Prints to include, 'Babs' by Fred Morgan, 'Dancing Dogs' by George Moorland, etc.
2054 A wooden framed Print depicting The Mona Lisa, 20 1/4" x 26".
2055 A small quantity of pictures to include an oval print of a young girl, two John Morland Botanical prints, an etching of Tenbury Castle, two small oil on boards signed F. Wilcox and a small oval painting depicting a bouquet of flowers.
2056 A wooden framed Oil on canvas depicting a glass vase of daffodils, initialled lower right E.A.R., some damage, 20 3/4" x 22 3/4".
2057 A pair of wooden framed and mounted Prints depicting Highland Cattle drinking from lochs with steep rocky mountains in the distance, 26 3/4" x 20 3/4" incl. frames.
2058 A gilt framed and ,mounted Print titled "The Market Place", signed lower right F. Arnold, 23 1/2" x 15 3/4" with frame.
2059 A gilt framed and mounted Print titled "Fisherman's Home Ross", signed and dated 

lower right Stuart Lloyd 1904, 23 1/2" x 15 3/4".
2060 A pair of framed Prints titled "Day Break" and "The Afterglow", a/f., 14 1/2" x 27 1/2".
2061 A framed Print titled 'Bubbles' after Millais.
2062 A Watercolour of a winter scene in a sparse wood with two figures and a dog, 13'' x 9'' ,signed lower right John Elvy, and a Watercolour of a winter water scene with waterfront and two figures fishing in a boat, 14'' x 6'', also signed John Elvy, both framed and glazed.
2063 A wooden framed Lawson Wood Print "Nine Pints of The Law", 27" x 16".
2064 A 1968 signed W.F. Burton Print depicting Harbour at sunset, 33" x 24".
2065 A pair of wooden framed Coulson Prints "That Magic Moment" and "Silent Majesty", 35" x 25".
2066 A framed Jean Baptiste Greuze Print "Petit Garcon blond", 30" x 22".
2067 A pair of framed and mounted Ltd. Ed. Prints "Bluebell Wood" 415/850 and "Foxgloves on the edge of the Wood" 169/850, both by Angela Fielder, 14 1/4" x 12 1/4".
2068 A pair of framed and mounted Prints by R. David Digby of Birds of Prey along with a P. Snow limited edition Print of a Bird of Prey chasing a Curlew.
2069 A quantity of framed Prints depicting trains to include four by Don Breckon, "Mallard" and "Silver Link at York" by David Weston etc.
2070 A framed and mounted Watercolour depicting an Estuary scene signed lower right D.J. Davidson along with a framed and mounted Watercolour of a lighthouse.
2071 A pair of Brian Hayes Prints to include "Quiet Harbour Cockwood" and "Summer Evening Exe Estuary".
2072 A quantity of Prints to include "Low Tarn nr. Coniston" by Sidney Richard Percy, A Winnie The Pooh Print, a Keith Woodcock "Bomber Command" etc.
2073 A framed Oil on canvas depicting two steam ships on a loch with figures on a bridge, steep mountains in the distance, indistinctly signed lower right, a/f., along with a large David Shepherd Landscape Print.
2074 A quantity of framed Photographs depicting various country landscapes.
2075 A quantity of various Prints to include The Old House and Wye bridge Hereford, Hereford by Peter J. Manders, Livers Ocle by Donovan C. Wilson etc.
2076 A pair of gilt framed and mounted coastal prints depicting fishing boats with figures on the shore waiting to collect the fish from the boats.
2077 A gilt framed and mounted River landscape Oil on board with Rocky mountains in the distance and 
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tree lined river banks, no visable signature, 25 3/4" x 18 3/4" incl. frame.
2078 A portrait of a man smoking a pipe with four other portraits in oils including a little girl in a red pinafore
2079 A large expressionist Portrait of a man in bright colours.
2080 A rare lino cut of Ashwell Church, Hertfordshire by the potter Marie Whitby.
2081 An amusing Victorian double lithograph of a boy on a pollard Willow, having rescued a Rabbit from rising flood waters.
2082 A box of paintings, watercolours etc
2083 A box of etchings, prints etc
2084 Pietro Sansalvadore: Church of the Carmeni, Venice: a colour etching, signed and titled in pencil.
2085 A watercolour by Martine Baker of Caldey Lighthouse and an unsigned watercolour of St.  Paul's Cathedral.
2086 An 1802 print of the Country Butcher by George Morland in it's original Hogarth frame with a print of the Earl Fitzhardinge and Friends at Hunting in Cheltenham and a 1774 French engraving 'Soiree d'Hyver'. 
2087 A Print in a good mahogany frame after the painting The Old Violin after William Michael Harnett.
2088 Two George Belcher prints, 'Major Kirkwood' and 'James de Rothchild'.
2089 A 1970's abstract watercolour indistinctly signed lower right.
2090 A 19th Century Oil on Canvas of figure in a boat.
2091 A Marjorie Kemp Watercolour of Hellebore.
2092 A Susan Bishop Watercolour of flowers.
2093 An Etching 'The Wye from Monmouth Bridge' signed in pencil Charles Boucher.
2094 A Doreen L.R. Greig Watercolour 'The Reclamation Yard', signed.
2095 A large framed and mounted Charcoal drawing depicting trees and buildings by a white park fence, Signed lower right Juliet Pawen (?) 72. 32 3/4" x 25 3/4" including frame. 
2096 A large framed and mounted Watercolour, label verso entitled "2 Garden Centre Pok Fu Lam" by Barrie Temple 32 3/4" x 25 3/4" including frame. 
2097 A large framed and mounted Print after a watercolour by Michael Lyne, entitled "Rokeby farms - Virginia 1960". Signed by artist in pencil 31" x 26 3/4".
2098 A framed and mounted Lithograph depicting a river valley with Rocky Mountains some capped with snow. Marked 3182 in lower right corner, 27" x 21 1/2". 
2099 Richard Westall R.A. (1765-1836), "Resting at a Wayside", Oil on canvas, signed and dated 1790, 

16" x 12".
2100 N. Bernard, Watercolour of an Old Mill House andRiver, 41 cm x 27 cm.
2101 A Mezzotint of Miss Elizabeth Farren, Countess of Derby, 1792, by Francesco Bartolozzi, from an original painting by Sir Thomas Lawrence, in maple frame, 31" x 24 1/2".
2102 A metal framed Oil on board titled verso "At The End of The Day", initialled M.E (Mary Edwards), 21" x 25".
2103 A pair of unframed Watercolours, one depicting "Three Palomino Horses Galloping", both signed lower right Frances Fry, 30" x 21".
2104 A framed and mounted limited edition Print no. 8/250 of an Eastern village, signed C Lanfear '89 along with a framed and mounted Watercolour depicting a Continental village scene, no visible signature.
2105 A pair of limited edition Prints Roxby Bott Prints, no. 36/350 and no. 35/350 depicting colleges, etc.
2106 A white framed Oil on board depicting a stone building with trees, signed lower right A. Kyrel '66 (?), 25" x 20 3/4".
2107 A framed and mounted Etching depicting Freiburg Im Breisgall, 30" x 24".
2108 A quantity of pictures to include a Watercolour of a chair by Jamie Llewelyn, an etching titled "Chateau de Chillon" etc.
2109 A wooden framed Oil on Canvas depicting race horses parading as crowds look on and jockey ready to mount, possible a point to point, no visible signature.
2110 A framed engraving by Charles Turner titled John Loudon Mcadame Esqr published Sept 20 1825 by Cotnaghi and Co Pall Mall East, 15 1/2" x 19 1/4" including frame.
2111 A pair of gilt framed over varnished Prints on Board by A. Williams 'Delphiniums' and 'Columbines', 10 3/4" x 13".
2112 A framed Acrylic on Canvas titled verso 'Two Cacti', Signed lower right Greg Platt, 25" x 21" including frame.
2113 A framed and mounted Watercolour depicting a Village Church, Signed lower right H. Sainsbury, 19 3/4" x 17".
2114 A large framed Poster depicting 'Kew Gardens' by E. L Tafani, Chorley and Pickersgill LtdLithographs Leeds 23 3/4" x 34 3/4".
2115 A carved wooden framed print depicting a Indian wrapped in a blanket with a full moon in the distance 18 1/4" x 22".
2116 A framed Oil on Canvas depicting a river landscape with cattle grazing, a figure with dog walking towards houses with rolling hills in the distance. Signed lower right H. Sainsbury (Howard), 29" x 243/4" including frame.
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2117 A framed Oil on Board Signed lower right H. Sainsbury (Howard) depicting 'Caerphily Castle' 24" x 16".
2118 A framed and mounted Watercolour depicting a mountain landscape with a figure and his dog walking the path, rolling hills in the distance. Signed lower right H. Sainsbury (Howard), 21" x 17", glass a/f.
2119 A framed Oil on Board with label verso titled 'Pen-y-fan Brecon' with a river and sheep grazing. Signed lower right H. Sainsbury (Howard) 27 1/4" x 21 1/4".
2120 Two framed Prints taken from photographs depicting trees.
2121 A framed Watercolour titled 'Standing Stones' signed Greg, glass a/f, along with a framed limited Edition Print no. 10/250 entitled 'Loch Leven Sunset', Signed J. Barratt etc.
2122 A framed and mounted Watercolour titled 'Merthye Mawh' Signed lower right H. Sainsbury 24" x 20".
2123 Two mounted Watercolours both signed Greg 08, one depicting a winters landscape with two figures skiing, the other is a country landscape with trees and a track.
2124 A framed and mounted Watercolour depicting a reservoir, signed lower right H. Sainsbury, 21" x 17".
2125 An Oil on board in a white frame depicting a seascape at sunset, signed lower right H. Sainsbury, image size 23 3/4" x 16".
2126 A quantity of prints to include 'Laughern House Martley' an Engraving of Blicking Hall, Print of Hyde Park, etc.
2127 A framed Lithograph depicting 'Ham House Surrey', from a drawing by Henry Mogford, Day and Son Lithographs to the Queen.
2128 A framed and mounted Watercolour and Ink Wash depicting the French harbour town 'La Rochelle'.
2129 Three Oil Paintings to include a Still Life of a table with a bowl of Pears and musical instrument etc.
2130 A gilt framed Watercolour depicting a Military Officer, possibly a member of the Hussars, 9'' X 16'' (15 1/4'' x 22 1/4'' incl. frame) 
2131 A framed and mounted Etching 'The Virgin in Glory', standing on clouds surrounded by Angels, after Bernardo Castello.
2132 A red folder containing Sketches of figures, Etchings including 'The Duchesses foot', along with a quantity of unframed Paintings and Etchings
2133 A framed Photograph of a young girl along with an ornate framed Lithograph portrait of a young lady.
2134 A gilt frame with foliage and scrolls on four corners, aperture size 12 1/4" x 16 1/2".
2135 Two mottled veneer effect Picture Frames with metal decoration depicting a pair of Cherubs, one has a Landscape aperture 12" x 8 3/4", the other 

is a Portrait aperture 11 1/2" x 9" both a/f.
2136 A gilt Carved Frame with Aperture 14 1/4" x 10 1/4".
2137 Three framed and mounted Lithographs to include 'The Excavated Temples of Aboosimble, Nubia', 'View of the Ruins of Luxor from the Nile' and 'Temple Island Philae'.
2138 Four framed and mounted Berni Parker Prints to include 'Fifty  Shades of Red and White', 'Fountain of Youth', 'Water Regularly', and ' Ladies Wot Lunch', 16 1/2" x 16 1/2".
2139 A framed and mounted Hannah Dale Print titled 'Irrelevant' signed lower right 17" x 17 1/4".
2140 A framed and mounted Print 'Nothing Exciting in the Paper this Morning, I Suppose?'. Signed lower left Emett 12 1/4" x 15 1/4" including frame.
2141 A Pair of framed and mounted Prints Ltd Editions, 160/300 titled 'The Big-Bodied Beast on the Flats' and 290/300 titled 'They Were Still Restless'. Both initialed V.B.B (Vincent Balfour Browne) 25" x 21".
2142 A gilt framed Print depicting a thoroughbred horse with a countryside landscape in the background, no visible signature, 21 3/4" x 17 3/4".
2143 A Pair of red framed nursery Prints depicting soldiers, clowns, etc. 20 1/4" x 16 1/4" along with a Print of teddy bears in various ballet poses 32 3/4" x 18".
2144 A Pair of framed and mounted Hunting Scenes, Painting by J. F. Herring and Engraved by C.R. Stock titled 'The Death' and 'Full Cry' 20 1/2" x 16 1/4".
2145 A framed and glazed Portrait of a horse made up of various shapes of Painted Paper, unsigned, 21 1/2" x 25 1/4".
2146 A framed and mounted limited edition Print no. 76/300 titled 'The Fly Past' signed in margin with pencil Brain Rawling 82. Printed by Pillans and Wilson, Edinburgh and Published by Malcom Innes Gallery, 27" x 25" including frame.
2147 A framed and mounted Limited Edition print no. 137/300 entitled 'Not to be Disturbed', Signed in margin with pencil Brian Rawling. Printed by Pillans and Wilson, Edinburgh, Published by Malcolm Innes Gallery 27" x 25" including frame.
2148 A framed and mounted Limited Edition Print no. 74/300 signed in margin with pencil Brian Rawling, titled 'A Touch of Quality in the Hags'. Printed by Pillans and Wilson, Edinburgh, Published by Malcolm Innes Gallery 27" x 25" including frame.
2149 A framed Engraving by J.J Chant depicting Field Marshall Lord Raglan from the picture painted for Badminton by F. Grant 24" x 34 1/2".
2150 A mounted limited edition Print no. 37/350 depicting a horse racing scene, signed by the artist Tod Ramos in pencil and written 'From Peter and The Artist', 30" x 24 3/4".
2151 A gilt framed Oil on Board depicting an equestrian 
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cross country event Signed lower right B. Hawkings 82, 31 3/4" x 22 1/2".
2152 A framed and mounted David Rowlands limited edition Print no. 16/150, entitled 'Mess Meeting at Wadi Tubal, Western Iraq, 16th February 1991'. Signed by the artist, and also by Peter Ratcliffe and Generals Norman Schwarzkopf and Peter de la Billiere , 32 1/2" x 25 1/2".
2153 A wooden framed limited edition Print by David Shepherd no. 66/500, entitled 'Action at Mirbat, Dhofar, 19th July 1972'. Published by 22. Special Air Service Regiment, Printed in England by Royale Print Ltd., 35 1/2" x 25 1/2". (certificate of authenticity attached to rear)
2154 A heavy gilt framed Oil on Board depicting three dogs at rest on a hill side. Signed lower right F.P or J.P. 25 1/2" x 21 1/2" including frame.
2155 A framed and mounted Copy of a Certificate given to The Baron Philippe de Rothschild to dedicate a vintage from his 65th and last Harvest.
2156 A framed and mounted Arthur Miles Ltd Edition Print 12/250 depicting the interior of a workshop, dated 79, 26" x 20"
2157 A framed Alexander Oil on Board titled 'Venice', depicting a Venetian Bridge in Impressionist colours. 67 x 71cm.
2158 A Pair of Maple framed George Earl Prints to include 'Going North, Kings Cross Station' 157/500 and 'Perth Station Coming South' 157/500, Published by Malcolm Innes Gallery 1988 for National Railway Museum,York, 29 1/2" x 21".
2159 A large framed Oil on Board depicting North Street Blaenavon, Painted in November 1980. Signed lower right G. Godsell (George), 35" x 23 1/2".
2160 A large framed Oil on Canvas depicting a winter scene, with house and out buildings in a snowy landscape, Signed lower right Jacques Moody 41 1/2" x 30 ".
2161 A heavy framed Oil on Canvas depicting a Modernistic Harbour scene with boats anchored and coloured building in the quay 29 3/4" x 26".
2162 A quantity of framed Coloured Etchings of elegantly dressed ladies take from La Mode Illustree along with a Henry G. Walker Etching of a thatched cottage.
2164 Three modern framed and painted Oil on canvas, depicting river scenes with churches, foxes, badgers and other wildlife, two having the initials GEG ??? in red.
2165 A signed limited edition Print, No. 18/250 by Alan MacDonald entitled 'View from Yat Rock' of the Wye Valley.
2166 A large Oil on canvas of a Hunting scene with huntsman and hounds, signed lower right Jazmin, 41" x 29" including frame.
2167 Two Prints depicting children playing with dogs, one signed Arthur J. Elsley "Not caught yet".

2168 A framed and mounted Print signed Trevor Parkin, along with a Martin Ridley print, both depicting badgers.
2169 Three Prints to include an oval framed print of "Bibury Glou" circa 1900, "Hastings Tragopan" and family on a beach label verso "Kronheim circa 1880".
2170 A framed Print depicting a Peregrine Falcon.
2171 A quantity of black and white Architectural Prints to include "Premiated Design for Assize courts in Bristol", "Portion of Terrace, Aberystwyth", "Proposed East End, Gaddesden Church", "The Virgin and Butterfly by Albert Durer" etc.
2173 A wooden framed Print of a Lady collecting flowers.
2174 A framed Watercolour of a landscape signed lower right C.W. Squires and backed with a Wotan Lamp advert, a/f.
2175 A framed Print from the original painting by H.R. Hall titled "Sunset on The Loch" along with another depicting Highland Cattle.
2176 A large ornate framed Print titled "Au Vert Galant", 35" x 27 1/4" inc. frame.
2177 A framed Oil on board signed lower right Morton, titled verso "January. Queen's Wood Hereford".
2178 A framed Print depicting figures on a beach with sailing ships in the distance.
2179 A framed and mounted Watercolour depicting 'Table Mountain' along with a photograph of a fox.
2180 A framed and mounted Watercolour titled "Homeward to Abergavenny", signed lower right Don Rossiter  along with another titled "The Blorenge" by the same artist.
2211 A small brass Coal Bucket with enamel handle, small jug and a large Trench Art shell case with etched leaf pattern to the exterior.
2212 A brass magazine rack.
2213 A pair of ornate brass Fire Dogs.
2214 A Copper Helmet Coal Scuttle with swing handle.
2215 A lightweight brass angle poise lamp, novelty brass and white metal bells including Police helmets, shop bell etc.
2216 An old brass and copper Moorish style Ewer with hammered handle, 14'' tall.
2217 A quantity of brass including vases, letter opener, horse brasses, ,door knockers etc.
2218 A quantity of brass and other metals including candlesticks, graduated birds on a wooden mount, Lion door knocker, cannon etc.
2219 A heavy cast metal with copper lustre finish Fire Iron Stand in the form of a Viking, with irons, 22 1/2'' tall.
2220 A set of three Dutch Gero Pewter pieces designed by George Nilssen.
2221 Four brass chargers plus one small plate.
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2222 A large copper two handled tray.
2223 A Brass Eagle with good detail, wing span of 18'' and 9 1/4'' tall.
2224 A small quantity of brass of candle holders and pots
2225 Two brass Cranes, a/f and two copper kettles and jug.
2226 A small quantity of metalware including silver hall marked cigar case, pewter tray, metal door knocker, etc.
2227 A pair of brass candlesticks, very ornate, 11" tall.
2228 A stylish Victorian copper coal scuttle with brass rear handle.
2229 A vintage brass Peacock fireplace screen with a winged griffin to the front.
2230 Four copper items including two jugs 6" and 5", a copper hot water bottle a/f. 10 1/4" and an incense burner.
2231 A box of miscellaneous brass including a trivet, fire tongs, shovel, brass kerb etc.
2232 A heavy brass Doorstop in the form of a horse, 9 1/2" wide x 7 1/2" tall. 
2241 A quantity of plated and metal items including bud vases, candlestick, goblets etc.
2242 A quantity of Epns place mats: four rectangular, nine circular and five coasters.
2243 Three silver items including trophy for Stourport Regatta July 1st 1895, 6"tall, Junior Fours Hereford Rowing Club, makers Barker Brothers, napkin ring, 1952 and egg cup,1954, all Birmingham, 208 gms.
2244 A pair of Silver bud vases, Chester 1920 by Charles Perry & Co, one a/f, 8'' and 7 1/2'' tall, 250 gms.
2245 A quantity of plated items including rose bowl, milk jug, coasters, small candelabra, etc.
2246 A Silver Photograph frame with circular shape for the photograph, Birmingham 1906, W.H.S & S, clasp missing to back, 7'' x 8'', 313 grams with backing.
2247 A silver footed Bonbon dish with hallmarks for Sheffield 1919 by Walker & Hall 5'' diameter x 2 1/4'' tall, 77 grams.
2248 A Firth Staybright Canteen of Cutlery in dark wood box and with a wedding present letter for the item dated October 1939, in excellent condition.
2249 A Silver wine bottle Coaster, London 1991 by Harrison Bros & Howson, 156 gms (inc. wood base), 5" diameter.
2250 A boxed E.P.N.S Condiment set, mustard pot complete with blue liner and spoon.
2251 A comprehensive Canteen of E.P.N.S Sheffield cutlery in Kings pattern, with lower drawer, excellent condition.
2252 A Silver compact, Birmingham 1932 maker BH 

and M plus a pretty Silver napkin Ring with purple enamel decoration, Birmingham 1931 by J.C.V possibly John Collard Vickery.
2253 A five piece 'Grenadier' silver plated tea and coffee set, including hot water jug.
2254 A quantity of plated silverware and goblets, tray etc.
2255 A velvet lined box with Silver spoon/fork, London, a silver topped glass ink pot, Birmingham and a Silver and glass tray.
2256 A plated double handled, lidded sugar caddy with floral finial to lid, stamped 9320 to base.
2257 A quantity of bone handled knives, forks, spoons, teaspoons etc.
2258 A quantity of cutlery including cased stainless steel knives, cased EPNS George Butler & Co. Sheffield cutlery set etc.
2259 A box of Epns flatware and condiment sets, boxed set of butter knives, etc.
2260 An Epns serving tray and lid, candlestick, Mappin and Webb coffee pot and rose bowl.
2261 A James Deakin & Sons Sheffield carving set with bone and silver handles, dated 1889-1890. 
2262 A Walker and Hall Sheffield Epns hot water jug, teapot, sugar bowl and milk jug. 
2263 A Silver christening spoon, Sheffield 1906 maker Martin Hall & Co (Richard Martin and Ebenezer Hall), 35 g, cased.  
2264 A Silver circular photograph frame, Birmingham 1990, makers Broadway & Co., boxed.
2265 A box of metals to include a "Hutton Sheffield English pewter" Art Nouveau condiment set, pewter candlestick with pusher 7 1/2" tall, brass candlesticks and coat of arms etc.
2266 A plated dressing table set including brush, comb, hand mirror and two plated dishes.
2267 Four similar oval pierced Georgian silver Salts, London 1820, Robert Hennell; with blue glass liners, each with silver salt spoons.  514g net (inc. spoons/excluding liners), 4" x 2 3/4" x 2 1/2" tall 
2268 A pierced and embossed sugar Bowl on stand with delicate handle and blue glass liner,  London silver pre 1876 ??, maker WV, possibly William Vincent, 95gm.  
2269 A pierced and hallmarked bonbon Dish, 93 gms, white metal pill box, a filigree oval box (Exeter 1910) and plated leaf design dish. 
2270 Two Snuff Boxes, one Birmingham circa 1876, 37g by Deakin & Francis and the other white metal with Mother of Pearl base and lid
2281 50 vintage and modern brooches including signed Liz Claiborne and other makers 'Jacobite', pewter 'SJC' Celtic Knot style brooch.
2282 A small pair of Opera glasses, an owl handled eye glass, necklaces, watch etc.
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2283 A quantity of Costume Jewellery including necklaces, beads, boxed set of watch , necklace and earrings, Elvi cocktail watch, 925 silver necklace etc.
2284 A quantity of watch parts including straps, faces etc.
2285 A quantity of Pocket Stopwatches including Ingersoll, Smiths Empire etc.
2286 Two ladies pocket watches with enamel face, one stamped 925, the other stamped D800, plus a similar case stamped 'Fine Silver'.
2287 Three feather brooches in the shape and colour of birds, including Parrot, Kingfisher, black and white bird, plus another brooch a/f.
2288 A Brazilian Penca Balangandan brooch with hanging charms including fruits and a wooden hand, one charm missing.
2289 A sterling silver brooch depicting a Viking ship, a rabbit claw brooch, and a brooch of a plaster terrier wearing a hat.
2290 An Astin waterproof wristwatch with Arabic numerals and brown leather strap a/f. 
2291 A 9ct. gold classic chain, 16 1/4" long and a silver 935 and bone cigarette holder, 4" long.
2292 A small quantity of mixed jewellery beads, prayer beads, crucifix, brooches, clip on earrings, brass locket, watch etc.
2293 A collection of Silver 925 necklaces a butterfly, two crosses, and a sweetheart pendant and chain.
2294 A small quantity of costume jewellery, beads, gold coloured choker, bangles etc.
2295 Three glass jewellery boxes containing earrings, clip-ons, box of bangles, brooches, glass beads, etc.
2296 A small quantity of watches including, a boxed Radley watch, Citizen quartz watch with flexi strap. Elco 17 jewel cocktail watch, Parmex watch, Lanco brooch watch, etc.
2297 A small quantity of Silver including, a two heart sweetheart brooch, a ring, a red stone pendant, earrings etc.
2298 A Gold anchor pin and a small green jade animal.
2299 A Gold bracelet, clip missing, and a rolled gold miniature portrait pendant.
2300 A quantity of miscellaneous jewellery including bangles, rings, necklaces and Timex Quartz gent's watch with expandable strap.
2301 A silver jewellery box with miscellaneous necklaces and gents and ladies watches.
2302 A Silver pocket watch, Sheffield 1890, Robert Gravenor.
2303 A small quantity of jewellery including brooches, costume jewellery necklaces, bracelet etc.
2304 A Pandora heart Bracelet together with a Pandora Charm 'Forever Together'.

3000 ==END==X
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1. Whilst Nigel Ward & Co. make every effort to ensure the accuracy of their catalogue and description of any lot:

a. Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or combined with any other lot or lots is sold by the Vendors with all
faults, imperfections and errors of description.

b. The Auctioneers do not accept responsibility for the authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin, authorship, date, age,
period condition or quality of any lot.

c. All statements, whether printed in the catalogue or made orally, as to any of the matters set out in "b" above are statements
of opinion only and are not to be taken as being implying any warranties or representations of fact by Nigel Ward & Co.

d. All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other matters in the catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot are
subject to any statements modifying or affecting the same made by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid being
accepted for the lot.

2. The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots
from the sale, to refuse, bids, regulate bidding, to cancel the sale without in any case giving any reason and without
previous notice.

3. The Auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the Vendors for all goods which are offered subject to reserve or at the
Auctioneer's discretion.

4. Unless instructions are received previously as to reserve, the Auctioneers may sell the items without reserve if they think
fit.

5. The highest bidder shall be the buyer except in the case of a dispute.  If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a
dispute has arisen, he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re-offer the lot.

6. The Auctioneer shall regulate the bidding at his own discretion.

7. Each buyer by making a bid for a lot acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully before bidding by inspection or
otherwise as to all the Sale Conditions, the physical condition of and description of the lot including but not restricted to
whether the lot is damaged or has been repaired or restored.

8. Each lot shall remain at the Vendor's risk until sold.   From the fall of the hammer the lot shall remain at the Purchaser's
risk but in no circumstances must they be removed from the sale until paid for.  CHEQUES WILL ONLY BE
ACCEPTED FROM PERSONS PREVIOUSLY KNOWN TO THE AUCTIONEER OR OTHERWISE
SUPPORTED BY A BANKER'S CARD OR REFERENCE.   If payment is made by cheque, the Auctioneers shall
have a lien upon the goods, until such a cheque has been cleared by the Bank upon which it is drawn.

9. Legal title will not pass to the purchaser until the lot (s) has been paid for in full and the Auctioneer shall be entitled to a
lien on any lot sold until the purchase price is paid in full. Immediately the lot is sold the purchaser shall notify the
Auctioneers of his name and address and if called upon to do so by the Auctioneer shall pay such proportion of the
purchase price as the Auctioneer may require, in default of which the lot or lots so purchased to be immediately re-offered.

10. Lots shall be paid for in full and taken away from the sale at the buyer's risk and expense immediately on the conclusion of
the sale, failing which the Auctioneer shall not be responsible if the same are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed and any
lots not taken away shall be at the sole risk of the buyer and subject to a charge for storage.

11. Buyer’s Premium at the rate of 20% including V.A.T. will be added to the hammer price of all lots purchased.

Online Bidding 
Nigel Ward & Company offer an online bidding service via nigelward.atgportals.net and the-saleroom.com for bidders who cannot 
attend the sale. 

In completing the bidder registration on nigelward.atgportals.net or the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details 
and unless alternative arrangements are agreed with Nigel Ward & Company, you: 

- authorise Nigel Ward & Company , if they so wish, to charge the credit card given in part or full payment, including all
fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and

- confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Nigel Ward & Company through www.the-
saleroom.com and agree that Nigel Ward & Company are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card
holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale. 

Please note that any lots purchased via nigelward.atgportals.net live auction service will be subject to an additional 3% 
commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price and any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live 
auction service will be subject to an additional 5% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price. 


